Why We Did This Audit
We conducted an investigation into the behavior
of the prior ROD and referred the materials to law
enforcement in 2016. In June of 2020 former ROD
La Fave was charged with one felony count of
wire fraud. County File No. 19-486 requested an
audit to determine if procedures were being
followed and any recommendations to improve
internal and external controls along with details
on how the alleged fraud occurred and any
information about involved vendors.

What We Recommend





















ASD made ten recommendations that, if
implemented, will address the issues raised in the
audit. Key items include:
The county should update current policies and
procedures, manuals and training to include a
reminder to departments that the county does not
prepay for services.
The county should review the conduct of SSR and
determine if debarment as a county vendor is an
appropriate action.
DHR should work to create and publish guidelines
for departments to use when establishing
procedures to follow when employees request to
perform work for an outside entity including
specific instructions when that outside entity is a
vendor under a county contract.
The ROD should work with DHR to review the
conduct of ROD employees who were included on
email correspondence discussing the former
ROD’s scheme and who processed inappropriate
invoices on his behalf to determine whether
corrective action is appropriate for violation of
State Statutes, county ordinances, policies and
procedures.
The Administrator of the Ethics Board should
prepare a resolution to be considered by the
County Board to modify the Statement of
Economic Interest form to include information
regarding the status of a vendor’s relationship
with a department when a gift has been received
in excess of $50.
The current ROD should request full
documentation from Fidlar for the funds on
account, prepare a written policies and
procedures manual for contract review and
signature signoff and issue a RFP for all products
currently offered from Fidlar at the county.
The county should review its cash receipts process
and possibly include attestations that all earned
revenue has been received.
The county should update ordinances to reflect
current statutory guidelines for contracts and
include revenue contracts.
The county should form a workgroup to finalize
and issue an updated AMOP including current
and accurate procedures to follow for purchasing
contracts.
The county should form a workgroup to develop a
training program and manual for newly elected
officials to explain their role and the
application/explanation of relevant county
policies and procedures.
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BACKGROUND

Former ROD’s Willful Disregard for County Policies
and Procedures and Cooperative Vendors
Facilitated Development of a “Pot of Gold” for
Improper Use of County Funds

Former Register of Deeds John La Fave was charged with one felony count of wire fraud in June of
2020 and entered into a plea agreement with the U.S. Attorney’s office. La Fave pled guilty to
allegations that beginning in April of 2011 and continuing through 2017, La Fave and “Business A”
executed a scheme to evade the county budgeting and procurement rules and processes in order to
give La Fave control over the funds. County Board File No 19-486 requested an audit to determine
what occurred and what recommendations exist that could prevent future misuse of county funds.

OVERALL OBJECTIVE
Our overall objective was to review the county’s policies and procedures for purchasing and use of
outside vendors, accounts payable process and issuance of revenue contracts. In addition, we
analyzed what occurred within the ROD’s office under La Fave and two vendors, SSR and Fidlar, to
determine if he was following established State Statutes, county ordinances, policies and procedures
and guidelines.

WHAT WE FOUND
 La Fave used SSR to perform ROD functions including a social security number redaction program.
 La Fave used sole source agreements with SSR that prohibited the use of third party vendors. SSR used
third party vendors and in order to pay these vendors, SSR used a “funds on account” or submitted
invoices to Milwaukee County on SSR letterhead instead of the third party vendor’s letterhead. Creating
the funds on account was done via the submittal of fake pre pay invoices to the county which allowed
La Fave to build and then maintain the funds off the county books and spend at his discretion.
 We found the highest level of cumulative funds on account at SSR at year end to be $850,000 in 2014.
 By overpaying SSR by $211,178 in 2014, La Fave ended fiscal year 2014 with a deficit of $226,795 that
would have been nearly eliminated if he paid SSR only for actual work performed.
 County processing software does not remind departments that pre-payment to a vendor is not allowed.
 When asked by a County Supervisor regarding the redaction project balance in 2014, La Fave
emailed it was $100,000 when our review found it to be approximately $851,988.
 At the point SSR finished the redaction project, there was over $350,000 remaining in the “pot of gold”
as La Fave referred to the funds on account in his email (shown below).
 “Project technician fees” were charged by SSR of over $142,000. We found $48,969 in project
management charges and $93,313 in charges where we did not find evidence of any work performed.
La Fave’s plea agreement includes a restitution to the county of $89,000 from La Fave.
 It appears in addition to county employees moonlighting on the SSR redaction project that SSR
employed both La Fave’s wife and daughter.
 Fidlar provides numerous products to the county some of which are revenue based. La Fave executed
the revenue contracts as the lone county signature and included language allowing Fidlar to hold county
revenue contrary to state and county policies. A lack of review of revenue contracts and revenue
deposits meant these actions were not caught prior to our fraud investigation.
 La Fave used the holding of revenue at Fidlar to create a funds on account similar to the one at SSR.
 La Fave manipulated the deposit of revenues from Fidlar to correspond to his budgeted revenue
amounts as to not create suspicion.
 La Fave used the funds on account to pay for lodging while attending conferences in addition to
suggesting the use of the funds to pay for attendance and food and possible tickets for Brewers games
in Milwaukee, Chicago and St. Louis.
 Fidlar gifted La Fave over $7,800 in gifts from 2010 to 2018 which were reported on his Statement of
Economic Interest form to the Ethics Board. Currently no information is included on the forms regarding
the relationship of the vendor to the recipient.
 We found that approximately $800,000 was held in funds on account at Fidlar from 2011 to 2018.
 The current ROD followed county policies when executing a new contract with Fidlar in late 2019.

For more information on this or any of our reports visit https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/Comptroller/Reports
To report county government fraud, waste or abuse call 414-933-7283 or visit http://county.milwaukee.gov/Audit/Fraud-Reporting-Form.htm
Office of the Comptroller Audit Services Division – Milwaukee WI, Scott B. Manske, CPA, Milwaukee County Comptroller

Former ROD’s Willful Disregard for County Policies and Procedures and
Cooperative Vendors Facilitated Development of a “Pot of Gold” for
Improper Use of County Funds.
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Summary
The Milwaukee County Register of Deeds (ROD) is an elected constitutional officer whose mission is
to provide timely, secure, accurate, archival accessible and cost-effective record systems and
services. The 1848 Wisconsin Constitution established the ROD as a permanent element of the
county-level governmental structure. The ROD has two primary functions: working with vital records
and land record documents.
In May 2015, the Audit Services Division opened an investigation concerning Milwaukee County ROD
John La Fave based upon receipt of a tip to the Audit Services Division’s Fraud Hotline. The initial
focus of the investigation was on potential violation(s) of the county Code of Ethics by La Fave and/or
a county vendor, Fidlar. The investigation then developed evidence of actions by ROD personnel and
representatives of Fidlar and another ROD vendor, Superior Support Resources (SSR), which was
deemed to have the possibility of rising to criminal misconduct. Due to the potential criminal behavior,
Audit Services Division referred the initial investigation materials to law enforcement in 2016. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted a lawful search on the ROD’s Office on February 6, 2019.
ROD John La Fave retired on April 12, 2019. In June of 2020, our office was notified that the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Wisconsin filed a charge against former Milwaukee County
Register of Deeds John La Fave.
A portion of our review includes the analysis of emails sent between La Fave and the two vendors.
This is due in part to the establishment of funds on account with the vendors which eliminated the
typical county records we would use. It should be noted that there were gaps in the information
available to us as the FBI seized documents as a part of its investigation.
The current Register of Deeds, Israel Ramón, was appointed by the Governor on May 10, 2019 and
elected to the office on November 3, 2020. He replaced John La Fave who was first elected to the
office in 2003 and retired in 2019.
SSR provided services to ROD beginning in 2006 including redacting social security numbers
from documents.
Superior Support Resources, Incorporated (SSR), provided Information Technology related services
to the ROD including both a social security redaction program and indexing of documents beginning
in 2006. Our review found the last identified payment to SSR from the ROD occurred in June of 2017.
SSR’s agreements were issued as sole source agreements which should have prevented the
use of third party vendors. SSR used two methods to pay third party vendors – from a “funds
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on account” and submitting invoices to Milwaukee County on SSR letterhead for work
performed by third parties.
These agreements were issued as sole source contracts. An exception to the Chapter 32 competitive
bidding requirement is a purchase from a sole source. Sole source contracts do not allow for
subcontracting as the premise is the vendor awarded the contract is the only viable provider excluding
any work done by a Targeted Business Enterprise if required. However, SSR used third party vendors
to accomplish certain contract requirements for their work with the ROD’s Office and La Fave. La
Fave utilized two methods to pay third party vendors performing work for SSR. The first was a “prepayment” to SSR from Milwaukee County by means of fake invoices. Payments to SSR by fake
invoices created a “funds on account” pool to pay third party vendors. The funds on account was a
reserve fund maintained on SSR books rather than in the county’s financial system. The other method
of payment was to submit invoices on SSR letterhead for work performed by the third parties.
Creating the funds on account at SSR via the submittal of fake pre-pay invoices to Milwaukee
County allowed La Fave to pay for services in later years at his discretion and kept the funds
off of the county books.
Using the pre-payment method allowed La Fave to establish funds on account at SSR which he used
to pay for services in later years. This is a violation of State Statute 59.60 which requires any county
surplus at year end to be lapsed and rolled into the next adopted budget. A review of La Fave emails
showed communications from La Fave to SSR directing them to submit invoices in a stated amount
to be paid. La Fave was aware of the need to spend all funds before the end of the county fiscal year
as he adds in an email to SSR, “Use it or lose it. Holding it with you all is a nice way to deal with it.”
Receiving fake invoices from the sole source vendor allowed La Fave to submit the invoices to the
centralized county Accounts Payable Division to be paid. Since the invoices followed the master
price agreement and were authorized for payment by the ROD, they were processed.
SSR converted third party invoices into SSR invoices in order to receive payments from
Milwaukee County.
The second method of payments used by La Fave and SSR would be to prepare an SSR invoice that
reflected the amount owed to the third party vendor but would be converted to a SSR invoice in order
to obtain payment from Milwaukee County’s Accounts Payable Division. We found in emails that La
Fave would direct SSR as to whether costs should be paid out of the funds on account or have an
invoice prepared by SSR to submit to the county and be processed through the county’s accounts
payable system.
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In 2015 the master price agreement was modified to eliminate nine out of 11 items although
work continued on the eliminated items by third party vendors.
The master price agreement from 2015 contained two line items: consulting service at $125 per hour
and computer services and document indexing completed at $0.79 for each document. The prior
master price agreements had 11 items of work to be performed by SSR. On July 17, 2015, La Fave
sent the Procurement Office an email agreeing to remove nine of the 11 line items from the SSR
master price agreement. La Fave said that the nine line items were not needed “because that
scanning and back indexing project is complete.” A review of emails after July of 2015 show that
work on the eliminated items continued. In order to provide payment for work outside of the master
price agreement, third party vendors would submit invoices to SSR. After receipt of the third party
invoice, SSR would create a SSR invoice in order to receive payment.
Because the funds were held at SSR and not at Milwaukee County, SSR sent a monthly SIR
report to La Fave which was the only record of the funds. Our review found the highest level
of the funds on account at the end of a calendar year to be $850,000 in 2014.
The SIR report provided by SSR to La Fave containing the information on payments from and
deposits into the funds on account was provided monthly via email. Both the redaction and the
indexing project were used to accumulate funds on account at SSR. The December report would
include the annual amount incurred and accumulated during the relevant year. The reports included
payments received since 2010. From that time to 2018, SSR received over $2.2 million for their work
on both projects including payments of approximately $93,313 for project technician fees that we
were unable to justify. We found the highest balance in the funds on account was in 2014 with SSR
holding over $850,000 in county funds to be used at the direction of La Fave. As of January 2018, La
Fave had spent down the funds on account to the point where there was a remaining balance of
$3,491. We were provided documentation that a check was received and deposited from SSR in the
amount of $3,491 on March 22, 2019.
The pre-payment of funds to SSR by La Fave impacted his department’s year end fiscal
position. In 2014, he had a departmental deficit of $226,795 and a net pre-paid amount of
$211,178 to SSR that year. If La Fave had not prepaid SSR, those funds would have nearly
eliminated his departmental deficit.
The amount paid to SSR over the cumulative period eventually equaled the work invoiced,
notwithstanding project technician fees, since in later years more work was performed than was
invoiced to Milwaukee County. This was due to the overpayment by Milwaukee County in prior years
as SSR and La Fave established the funds on account. We wanted to evaluate the annual year end
ROD financial position to see if the annual pre-payment to SSR impacted those results. We found
the year with the largest impact is 2014 where the department had a year-end deficit of $226,795 and
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had a net pre-payment to SSR for the year of $211,178. If La Fave had only paid SSR for the work
performed that year, the department’s deficit for the ROD’s Office in 2014 would have been reduced
to $15,617.
Prior to payment being issued by the Accounts Payable Division, invoices must be signed off
as ok to pay, however, there is no language reminding departments that invoices should not
be submitted for payment until services have been received and that pre-payment of services
is not allowed.
Currently, training on the financial systems is offered to employees by both the Office of the
Comptroller’s Accounts Payable Division and the Department of Administrative Services’
Procurement Division. The current payment process within the county’s financial systems for services
provided to the county does not include language or an attestation from the department that the
invoices should be paid because all services have already been received.
In 2014, when asked about the redaction project La Fave misled a County Supervisor
regarding the status of the redaction funds.
During budget deliberations in the fall of 2014, La Fave was questioned by a County Supervisor
regarding how much redaction money would remain at the end of the year. La Fave responded, via
email, there was $100,000 in the balance sheet that would be spent on future redaction work. As of
December 2014, the current balance of funds on account was $851,988 or $751,988 higher than he
told the Supervisor based upon the year end SIR report provided by SSR to La Fave via email.
At the point that SSR had finished the redaction project there was over $350,000 remaining in
the “pot of gold” as La Fave referred to it in an email.
The redaction project was concluded by January of 2016, at that point, the funds on account at SSR
totaled over $350,000. La Fave in an email refers to the funds as the “pot of gold” and discusses
requesting continuous monthly reports on how the funds are being spent.
In 2017 La Fave suggested the use of the SSR funds on account to fix his personal computer
while also paying for a meal with SSR.
In 2017, La Fave emailed SSR to say that, “we’ve got a few thousand remaining held in account with
SSR and no projects to spend it on. I think we should spend some on consultation with you (lunch
out) plus my bringing in my personal laptop if someone in your company can help clean it up, speed
it up, etc.”
During the course of the redaction project based upon the documents we had access to SSR
charged Milwaukee County over $142,000 in project technician fees. Often this fee was added
to invoices from third party vendors without a clear indication that any work was performed.
The plea agreement La Fave entered into included restitution to Milwaukee County of $89,000.
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A line item within the master price agreement was a $125 hourly fee for technician consulting.
Reviewing the monthly reports we had access to reveal a total payment of $142,282 in technician
consulting fees from 2010 to 2018. We found approximately $48,969 in project management charges
that were for legitimate purposes. For the remaining $93,313 in charges on the invoices, we did not
find evidence that any work was performed by SSR to justify this fee other than the creation of either
pre-paid invoices or invoices to pay third party vendors.
The ROD’s relationship with SSR ended in early 2018 however, SSR still advertises the work
performed for the ROD on its website. In addition, while ROD La Fave has pled guilty to a plea
agreement, SSR still is an available county vendor.
We found that as of November 2020 the SSR website still lists its work for Milwaukee County’s ROD’s
Office. We reviewed the county’s purchasing system for any other departmental use of SSR. We
found that since 2012 SSR performed work for other county departments including work of
approximately $58,000 for the Department of Transportation – Airport Division in 2020.
Milwaukee County includes debarment of contractor language in two of its ordinances for
non-compliance or failure to achieve results. The State of Wisconsin includes in its
Administrative Code conditions for consideration of debarment including falsification of
records.
Chapter 111 of the Milwaukee County Ordinances includes the discussion of the ability to debar
contractors who are in noncompliance of the Minimum Wage Ordinance. Chapter 44 allows for
debarment of contractors for failure to achieve project residency goals for public works contracts for
up to two years. The Department of Administrative Services has as recently as 2019 recommended
debarment of a vendor under Chapter 44. The State of Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapter 24.05
states that the department may debar a contractor for reasons including: Embezzlement, theft,
forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making false statements, receiving stolen
property or obstruction of justice; or any other offense indicating a lack of business integrity or of
business honesty which offense seriously and directly affects the responsibility of the contractor or
subcontractor.
The redaction project with SSR utilized independent contractors as employees to complete
the necessary work. La Fave sought out candidates for the work and it appears from emails
that SSR employed both La Fave’s wife and daughter on the project.
On May 30, 2012, John La Fave issued a memo which sought out staff to assist in the social security
redaction program. We found in our review of email correspondence between La Fave and SSR that
both his wife and daughter pursued working, or had previously worked, for SSR as redactors. During
our review we found evidence that La Fave requested SSR to remove his wife from their list of
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redactors and begin the process to add his daughter as a redactor.

Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee

County Code of Ordinances states that, “no county public official or employee shall use his/her public
position or office to obtain financial gain or anything of substantial value for the private benefit of
himself/herself or his/her immediate family, or for an organization with which he/she is associated.”
Chapter 9 defines immediate family as including a spouse or child.
We found during our review of records that multiple employees of the ROD worked on the
redaction project at SSR. In interviews with current employees who performed this work, all
stated work was not performed on county time or with county resources. Through our review
of records available, we did not find any evidence to dispute this claim.
In reviewing SSR reports, we found eight county employees who worked on the project. Of those,
five are no longer employed at Milwaukee County. We reviewed a sample of payroll records from
2015 and we did not find any evidence within the records that work was performed on county time.
Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Ethics Code allows for outside employment for county officials
and employees. We interviewed the Director of HR Operations and Talent Acquisition from the
Department of Human Resources to obtain the county’s procedures on employees working for a
county contractor. The Director informed us that Milwaukee County does not currently have a
countywide procedure to follow when an employee is moonlighting for a contractor.
Fidlar has provided services to ROD since 1999 including the Tapestry, Laredo, Monarch and
Avid programs.
Fidlar Technologies, Incorporated (Fidlar) offers a variety of land records software products for the
ROD, which allow the public to have electronic access to ROD real estate records. The county began
using Fidlar in 1999. Some of Fidlar’s products used by ROD are purchased from Fidlar and others
function where revenue is collected and remitted to the ROD from Fidlar.
La Fave executed revenue contracts with Fidlar as the lone county signature and included
language allowing Fidlar to hold county revenue contrary to state and county policies.
Many of the contracts with Fidlar were revenue based and signed on behalf of the county by La Fave
only. Some of the revenue contracts included statements that allowed for Fidlar to retain a portion of
the revenue at Fidlar rather than depositing the revenue with Milwaukee County. This is in violation
of the Wisconsin state law prohibiting a rainy day fund for the county. In an email to staff at Fidlar in
2015, La Fave acknowledged his awareness that the structure of his agreements with Fidlar were in
violation of county policies. He reminds Fidlar to refer to them as an agreement rather than a contract
since he was aware that “a real contract would have to go before the county board for approval, plus
it would probably require an RFP.”
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Revenue contracts are not currently monitored outside of the issuing department and the
practices for depositing of revenue do not contain contract verification, a gap in the county’s
internal controls. La Fave used this loophole to independently execute contracts allowing for
the establishment of funds on account by having Fidlar disperse revenue at his request rather
than when it was received.
While the Comptroller issued a memo in 2014 that contained guidelines for how departments should
issue revenue contracts, there was no mechanism we found to confirm that a department follows the
guidelines. Controls exist for contracts where the county pays a vendor with the Docusign Contract
signature system and the accounts payable review that will not process a payment by the county to
a vendor providing a service if the contract was not properly executed. According to the Office of
Corporation Counsel, revenue contracts are required to go through the Docusign system, however,
the execution of revenue contracts are not currently monitored outside of individual departments and
the practices for depositing of revenue do not contain contract verification such as occurs with a
purchasing contract.
The lack of an internal control to verify that revenue contracts be routed and approved via the
Docusign contract signature system meant La Fave could insert provisions into revenue
contracts that were contrary to county policy.
The county uses a two part verification system in regards to contracts and payments to ensure all
contracts have the required review and signature. Step one is the review and signature process in
the Docusign system. Step two is the control where a review occurs at the Accounts Payable Division
level when a payment is required. When a payment for a vendor is requested, accounts payable staff
verifies that the contract under which payment is requested has the appropriate signatures and board
action, if required. La Fave signed Fidlar revenue contracts with language that included statements
such as, “Fidlar will disperse revenue accordingly as requested by the county” and “Fidlar will hold
monthly payment in an account at Fidlar.” Since there is no issuance of payment out of the county
system for a revenue contract the outside review of the contract does not occur. Without a control in
place to verify the submittal of revenue contracts through the county’s signature system, La Fave was
able to skip routing his revenue-based contracts through Docusign undetected.
La Fave established a funds on account at Fidlar through the retention of revenue owed to
Milwaukee County that Fidlar held.
La Fave used the contracts he signed with Fidlar to establish a funds on account at Fidlar that was
similar to the funds on account at SSR. However, the system at Fidlar was based upon the retention
of county revenue by Fidlar through their various services that they administered on behalf of the
ROD’s Office. According to our records he began having Fidlar hold revenue on account from the
Fidlar Tapestry program as least as far back as 2009.
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At times, La Fave held back roughly half of the revenue owed to the county by Fidlar in order
to avoid the revenue going to the county’s general fund. In addition, we found an unsent email
to SSR that stated, “Shhh I don’t advertise this to our fiscal folks or the county board.”
In an unsent email to SSR in 2015, La Fave explains that he currently has about $99,000 in his funds
on account at Fidlar. He also informs SSR he has Fidlar pay Milwaukee County just under half of the
revenue so that the revenue doesn’t go to the county’s general fund. La Fave also indicates that
Fidlar allows him to spend the funds on account on any product or services that have a relationship
to Fidlar.
In 2017 La Fave informed other county Register of Deeds that he retained revenue with Fidlar
rather than depositing it properly with Milwaukee County or as La Fave referred to it, “our
county general fund sinkhole.”
In 2017, La Fave sent an email to some of his fellow RODs where he indicated he encouraged
customers to use the Fidlar Tapestry program since that allowed him to increase his funds on account
rather than the Laredo program where the revenue was deposited directly with Milwaukee County.
In his email, La Fave complained, “Unfortunately, Laredo revenue just gets deposited into our county
general fund sinkhole.”
La Fave understood that Milwaukee County expected revenue deposits from his vendors and
manipulated the timing of his deposits to not raise concerns.
La Fave was aware that the county budgeted an expected amount annually to be received from the
Fidlar services and he ensured that enough of the revenue be transferred from Fidlar to the county
to meet or exceed his budget. We found evidence in the emails from La Fave to the ROD Office
Coordinator from July of 2018 when he told her, “Not too worry. Very soon I will tell Fidlar to not keep
any of the Monarch and Tapestry revenue and to send it all to us. Before the end of the year we will
reach or surpass the budget amounts.”
La Fave directed the payment of items either from funds on account or by submitting the
proper paperwork to pay from Milwaukee County directly. His emails show he clearly
understood the risk of exposure associated with an invoice sent by mistake to Milwaukee
County.
During the period of review La Fave used the funds to pay for items for the ROD’s Office either from
the funds on account or from Milwaukee County directly by submitting an invoice to accounts payable
to be processed.

In 2014, La Fave became upset when, by mistake, an invoice was submitted to

the county’s centralized Accounts Payable Division rather than paying for items from the funds on
account. An email chain between La Fave and the ROD Office Coordinator demonstrates that both
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La Fave and his staff were aware of the potential problems that would result if invoices were
mistakenly submitted to Accounts Payable. In an email the Office Coordinator stated she would
appreciate it if Fidlar send a credit memo to ensure that the paper trail is “nice and clean (so questions
don’t arise in the future).”
La Fave used funds on account from Fidlar to pay for lodging while attending conferences
rather than use county funds which requires completion of a Travel Expense report and copies
of receipts. He at times used multiple methods to pay for travel.
In addition to using the funds to pay for services and commodities for the operation of the ROD’s
Office, La Fave used the funds on account for travel expenses for himself and his staff primarily to
attend conferences.

In 2013, La Fave attended the Property Records Industry Association

conference in Washington D.C. In an email he sent to Fidlar on February 18, 2013, he used county
funds to pay for the lodging. He indicated in the email signing a sales order to allow for the use of
funds on account to pay for his airfare. He also requested that a Fidlar expense account be used to
provide him with a meal or two while at the conference.
La Fave also directed Fidlar to pay for the expenses of the Deputy ROD and his wife to attend
the Property Insurance Records Industry Association Conference.
In 2009, the Deputy ROD attended the Property Records Industry Association conference. La Fave
emailed his deputy, that he hoped Fidlar would treat them to a good time. And stated, “remember to
put hotel meals (and massages or whatever…) On to your hotel ROOM bill so that Tapestry covers
them!” We conducted an interview with the Deputy ROD who said he did not remember how travel
he conducted had been paid for possibly due to the length of time since the travel. He said it was not
typical for him to travel and not pay it through the normal county process.
La Fave did not limit his use of the funds on account for travel for conferences. We found
evidence that the funds on account may have been used for attendance and food at baseball
games and possibly for the purchase of tickets.
In an email, La Fave proposed using the funds on account to pay for entertainment items such as
lodging to see a baseball game in St. Louis. The email was not clear as to whether funds on account
were to be used to pay for the game tickets or if Fidlar would pay. A separate email from May 28,
2014, shows the confirmation by La Fave that he, his wife, the Deputy ROD and his wife would be
attending a baseball game at Wrigley Field in Chicago. La Fave asks in the email, “If there’s any
chance that you could finagle having the Tapestry credit cover the lodging too that would be nice.”
La Fave reported on his annual 2014 Statement of Economic Interest receiving gifts from Fidlar
totaling $332.72 with the descriptions of dinner, ballgame, food and lodging at Wrigley Field.
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Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances establishes the Ethics Code providing
guidance to employees and officers of Milwaukee County to avoid conflicts of interest. More
scrutiny is required of Statements of Economic Interest to flag potential conflicts.
Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances contains the Ethics Code which seeks to
provide a code of ethics for the guidance of county public officials and county employees to help them
avoid conflicts between their personal interests and their public responsibilities. In addition, the
Chapter states that, “the ethical county public official or employee should not…Accept anything of
value from any source that is offered to influence his or her action as a public official.” Chapter 9
establishes the requirements for certain county officials or employees to file a statement of economic
interest and specifies that those whose duties and responsibilities include the awarding or execution
of contracts shall file the statement. Included in the Statement of Economic Interest form is a section
that requires employees filling out the form to indicate whether they had received any gifts with a
value in excess of $50. We reviewed La Fave’s reports from 2010 to 2018. During that time period
La Fave reported receiving $7,976 worth of gifts. Of that amount $7,826 was from gifts from Fidlar.
All Statement of Economic Interest forms are available to the public from the Ethics Board to ensure
transparency according to the Administrator of the Ethics Board. The current version of the form does
not require any disclosure of whether a vendor that has given a gift to an official or an employee has
a contract with the department official who is filling out the form. The lack of that information limits
the effectiveness of the form since it then requires a reader to be aware of all vendor relationships
within a department when reviewing the form.
Funds on account being held by a vendor rather than on the County’s financial system
hindered our ability to research expenses. We used emails which show that at least
approximately $800,000 was held in funds on account at Fidlar from 2011 to 2018.
We reviewed email exchanges between Fidlar and La Fave to attempt to determine the amount that
was held in the funds on account at Fidlar from 2011 to 2018. We found an email exchange between
La Fave and Fidlar that contained an itemized listing in 2015 of all expenses from the funds on
account since October of 2011. Due to a lack of records after that point, we found evidence that the
balance grew to $165,327 as of 2018.
ROD Ramón followed County policies and procedures when establishing a new master price
agreement with Fidlar in the fall of 2019 and added new reporting requirements of Fidlar.
The newly elected ROD Ramón informed us that Fidlar had paid in full all outstanding funds on
account as of December 2019. In addition, a new contract with Fidlar was executed in the fall of 2019
which requires the submission of invoices to ROD, the county’s Information Management Services
Division and the Milwaukee County Accounts Payable Division. In an interview with ROD Ramón he
indicated he had implemented a new review process upon assuming the position of ROD.
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According to the county’s Central Accounts Payable Department Liaison the paying of
vendors at Milwaukee County is, “complicated, there is no other way to say it.”
We conducted numerous interviews with multiple staff members who are responsible for various aspects
of Milwaukee County paying its vendors. According to Accounts Payable staff, there is not one particular
document throughout the county which would explain how the departments connect regarding the
procedure and process of paying invoices, the dollar amount, and whom is responsible for what.
Per State Statue Milwaukee County is required to roll each annual surplus into the following
year’s budget rather than establish an operating rainy day fund as is allowed for
municipalities.
State Statute 59.60 requires that the one-time annual surplus of the county be applied against the tax
levy requirements of the subsequent year’s budget. This results in any leftover funds within a given
year being required to be rolled into the county’s general fund and applied toward the next property
tax levy amount. This prohibits a department from holding onto funds for use in a subsequent year
as La Fave did with both SSR and Fidlar. Annually the County Board adopts a resolution transferring
the annual surplus (or deficit) into the subsequent adopted budget.
State Statutes dictate that all county officers, employees and any other body that collects or
receives revenue on behalf of the county deposit it with the Milwaukee County Treasurer.
While the ROD is an elected official of Milwaukee County, statutes and ordinances governing
contracts and purchasing apply. State Statutes call for the payment of all revenue to the County
Treasurer at the time that is prescribed by law. Revenue deposits or cash receipts in the county’s
financial system, Advantage, does not currently contain any language reminding departments of this
statutory requirement. In addition, there is currently no detailed review of revenue deposits beyond
verification of a deposit at the bank conducted by an entity outside of the department making the
deposit such as that which occurs with the Accounts Payable Division at the county when payments
are made to vendors.
Milwaukee County has two ordinances that deal primarily with contracts and purchasing at
Milwaukee County. State Statute changes modified contractual requirements, however,
Milwaukee County has not updated its ordinances to reflect State Statute.
The Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances contain two sections that primarily deal with contracting
and purchasing at Milwaukee County. Chapter 56.30 deals with contracts and professional services
while Chapter 32 deals with procurement of services. There are additional ordinances that deal with
specific types of contracting such as purchase of services or public works. Professional Services are
services the value of which is substantially measured by the professional competence of the person
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performing them, and which are not susceptible to realistic competition by cost of services alone.
Milwaukee County Chapter 56.30 of its Code of Ordinance establishes the policies for Professional
Service Contracts at Milwaukee County. The County Board approval requirements in the ordinance
for contracts are no longer valid or accurate due to the standards established via State Statute.
Chapter 32 subchapter 2 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ordinance establishes and defines the
role of the Department of Administrative Services which includes the Procurement Division. While
Chapter 32 provides the guidelines for the purchase of commodities it also has jurisdiction over
certain service contracts.

It provides the foundational definition of a service contract as “an

agreement primarily related to staff services including, but not limited to, housekeeping, security,
landscaping, maintenance, clerical services, food services, and other non-professional services.”
To provide clarity to employees on how to be in compliance with existing ordinances and
statutes, Milwaukee County has issued memos, Office of Corporation Counsel opinions and
developed an Administrative Manual of Operating Procedures (AMOPs).
In a continued attempt to provide clarity regarding county contracting, the Office of Corporation
Counsel and the Comptroller have issued multiple opinions and memos to help to establish guidelines
for Milwaukee County staff in the proper execution of contracts.
The Department of Administrative Services provides an Administrative Manual of Operating
Procedures and policies that guide the operation of Milwaukee County government, in compliance
with federal, state, and local law. It is a resource for staff, citizens and those who work with county
government.
Elected Officials at the county maintain some autonomy in terms of spending ability but must
follow all relevant State Statutes and county ordinances. Guidance for new Elected Officials
appears lacking in providing clarification of the level of autonomy available by position.
Milwaukee County’s structure includes a number of independently elected positions. While the
County Board adopts the annual budget, there is a certain level of financial independence granted to
the departments that are run by elected officials. These entities are given expenditure authority with
more freedom to run their departments at their discretion. However, they must comply with all
applicable State Statutes, county ordinances, policies and procedures. Even in the case of the
Sheriff, whose constitutional powers in Wisconsin are recognized as broader than other officers, his
department conforms to standard county procedures.

Every organization has the risk of fraud occurring. In recognition of this, most organizations employ
controls and mechanisms to minimize the risk or opportunity for fraud to occur. The Milwaukee
County Board approved the establishment of a fraud hotline within the Audit Department in 1993. A
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hotline is one of the most common fraud detection methods. However, detecting fraud after it occurs
is only part of the solution. Enhancing controls within the organization to make the opportunity for
fraud more difficult should be the goal of every organization.

The majority of Milwaukee County employees we encounter in our work take pride in working for the
county, and understand the responsibility which accompanies public sector work. The county has
controls which are designed to ensure processes run smoothly, to catch errors, and also inappropriate
behavior. But no control system will completely eliminate fraud (particularly in cases of collusion or
cooperation). Consequences for misuse of public office are significant due to this responsibility and
bad actors have reaped these consequences. The county needs to hold vendors who do not abide
by its values accountable.
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Background
The Milwaukee County Register of Deeds (ROD) is an elected constitutional officer whose powers
are established in State Statutes 59.43, 69.05 and 69.07. The mission of the ROD is to provide
timely, secure, accurate, archival accessible and cost-effective record systems and services that are
delivered in a prompt and courteous manner. The 1848 Wisconsin Constitution established the ROD
as a permanent element of the county-level governmental structure. Each county in Wisconsin has a
Register of Deeds. The ROD has two primary functions: working with vital records and land record
documents. The Register of Deeds files, records, and issues instruments and documents of
significance both to the community as a whole and to its individual citizens. Vital records document
the span of our lives from birth to death. Land records documenting title in Wisconsin are maintained.
The time of the act or transaction is often an important element in rights or relationships. The ROD
records the time when, in effect, the public record is established.

Vital Statistics maintains files on birth, death and marriage records, declarations of domestic
partnerships, and change of name orders according to State Statute 69.05 and 69.07. Certified
copies of vital records are sold to the general public. Finally, the public may research birth records
from the 1850's to present, death records from 1872 to present and marriage records from the 1830's
to present.

The Register of Deeds indexes key fields of information found on real estate documents, such as
grantor, grantee, legal description, and parcel ID number. Indexed data is necessary to allow title
searchers and the general public to successfully search for a recorded document. The ROD contracts
with numerous outside entities to provide its services to the residents of Milwaukee County.
In the 2021 Adopted Budget the ROD was anticipating expenditures of $1.1 million and revenues of
$4.6 million. As of October 2020, the breakdown of the staff by racial group was 20% from the Black
or African American racial group, 13% from the Hispanic racial group and 67% from the white racial
group. The staff of the ROD’s Office was 73% female.

In May 2015, the Audit Services Division opened an investigation concerning Milwaukee County ROD
John La Fave based upon receipt of a tip to the Audit Services Division’s Fraud Hotline. The
investigation was predicated on photographs La Fave posted to his publicly available Facebook page
of him and described “business associates” attending a professional baseball game between the
Milwaukee Brewers and the Chicago Cubs in Chicago, Illinois in September 2014. The business
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associates were representatives of Fidlar Technologies, Incorporated. Fidlar is a software vendor for
the ROD’s Office. The initial focus of the investigation was on potential violation(s) of the county
Code of Ethics by La Fave and/or Fidlar. The investigation then developed evidence of actions by
ROD personnel and representatives of Fidlar and another ROD vendor, Superior Support Resources
(SSR), which was deemed to have the possibility of rising to criminal misconduct. Due to the potential
criminal behavior, Audit Services Division referred the initial investigation materials to law
enforcement in 2016.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted a lawful search on the ROD’s Office on February 6,
2019. ROD La Fave retired on April 12, 2019. In June of 2020, our office was notified that the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Wisconsin filed a charge against former Milwaukee County
Register of Deeds John La Fave. Mr. La Fave was charged with one felony count of wire fraud. Also
in June of 2020, La Fave entered into a plea agreement with the U.S. Attorney’s Office which included
the following synopsis of the allegations that La Fave pled guilty to:
Beginning at least by April of 2011 and continuing through at least
December of 2017, La Fave and employees of Business A executed a
scheme to evade the county budgeting and procurement rules and
processes. The scheme was designed to give La Fave control over funds
belonging to Milwaukee County outside of the budgeting and procurement
process. In his capacity as ROD, La Fave was subject to county budgeting
and procurement rules and regulations. In interviews with investigators and
the prosecution team, La Fave advised that he directed the disposition of
money outside the county procurement process, and manipulated the ROD
budget, so as to avoid having to go to the County Board for purchases and
decisions on vendors.
The Fraud Triangle
Among the theories of why individuals may choose to engage in fraudulent
activities, the ‘fraud triangle’ seeks to lay out some of the motivating factors.
Drawing on criminological research, the fraud triangle was coined to model
conditions that lead to a higher risk of fraud. According to the National
Whistleblower Center, the fraud triangle states that “individuals are
motivated to commit fraud when three elements come together: some kind
of perceived pressure, some perceived opportunity and some way to
rationalize the fraud as not being inconsistent with one’s values.”
According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, the first leg of the fraud triangle represents
pressure or incentive. This is what motivates the crime in the first place. The individual has some
financial problem that they are unable to solve through legitimate means, so they begin to consider
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committing an illegal act such as stealing cash or falsifying a financial statement, as a way to solve
the problem.

In the case for La Fave, we find evidence that the restrictions placed on him by State

law and county policies and procedures prevented him from spending funds as he wanted, and in the
timeframe he desired, which motivated him to find alternate means to control and establish funds “off
the county books” and outside of the established controls and review process at the county.

The second leg of the Fraud Triangle is perceived opportunity which defines the method by which the
crime can be committed. The person must see some way they can use their position of trust to solve
their financial problem with a low perceived risk of getting caught. In the case of La Fave, he was
caught due to photos posted to his Facebook account of attending a baseball game with “business
associates” in Chicago which led to a Fraud hotline complaint about potential improper receipt of gifts.
While scrutinizing that allegation, the division’s Fraud Investigator found the creation of “funds on
account” with two vendors who had contracts for services for the ROD’s Office. The ensuing
investigation by the division’s Fraud Investigator found that La Fave surrounded himself with county
and non-county parties who obliged and facilitated his skirting of statutes, ordinances and policies.
The end result led to the FBI investigation and eventual felony wire fraud charge.

The final leg of the Fraud Triangle is rationalization. The vast majority of fraudsters are first-time
offenders with no criminal past. The fraudster must justify the crime to himself in a way that makes it
an acceptable or justifiable act. While we do not know how the rationalization may have occurred,
the improperly used funds were primarily used to procure county services. However, these services
were obtained in a manner that violated State Statutes, circumvented the county processes and
denied the County Board its right to determine how county funds would be allocated.

The audit of the Register of Deeds was initiated in response to a request by the Milwaukee County
Board of Supervisors under Resolution File No. 19-486, which states, in part:
That Milwaukee County requests the Audit Services Division (ASD), Office
of the Comptroller (Comptroller) perform an audit of the Register of Deeds
Office to determine if Milwaukee County (the County) procedures are being
followed and any recommendations to improve internal and external
controls and prevent future misuse of funds; and…the audit should address
the alleged misuse of public monies and any other factor that would assist
in understanding how the alleged fraud occurred, including but not limited
to details about any vendors that may have helped perpetrate the
malfeasance.
In order to understand what occurred under La Fave at the ROD’s Office, the audit was designed to
provide a discussion of La Fave’s relationships with two of his primary vendors and review existing
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policies, procedures and internal controls at the county. Sections 1 and 2 detail the relationship
between ROD La Fave and SSR and Fidlar and analyzes what occurred within, and in disregard of,
existing State and county guidelines. Section 3 maps out the county’s policies and procedures for
purchasing along with changes that occurred during ROD La Fave’s tenure.

A portion of our review includes the analysis of emails sent between La Fave and the two vendors.
This is due in part to the establishment of funds on account with the vendors which eliminated typical
county records we would use. It should be noted that there were gaps in the information available to
us as the FBI seized documents as a part of its investigation. We have noted in our discussion when
these gaps in information impacted our analysis or results. Because our focus was based primarily
on the behavior of county officials and employees and due to the ongoing criminal proceedings, we
did not talk to the vendors that La Fave used during his tenure as the Register of Deeds, though we
did review documentation provided to the current ROD and Office of Corporation Counsel from Fidlar.

The current Register of Deeds, Israel Ramón, was appointed by the Governor on May 10, 2019 and
elected to the office on November 3, 2020. He replaced John La Fave who was first elected to the
office in 2003 and retired in 2019.
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Section 1: Superior Support Resources, Incorporated worked
with ROD La Fave to submit fake invoices to create
a reserve fund at SSR, intermittently billed and
collected for a technician fee without performing
services, and improperly invoiced for third party
work.
SSR provided services to ROD beginning in 2006
including redacting social security numbers from
documents.
Superior Support Resources, Incorporated (SSR),
based

out

of

Brookfield,

Wisconsin,

provided

Information Technology related services to the ROD
including both a social security redaction program and
indexing of documents during the period of our review.
Beginning in 2006, SSR began providing services to
ROD under a master price agreement that was issued
SSR provided services
to the ROD beginning
in 2006.

under Chapter 32 of the Milwaukee County Code of
Ordinances. SSR was a sole source price vendor to the
ROD since 2010. Our review found the last identified
payment to SSR from the ROD occurred in June of
2017.
In May of 2010, Wisconsin 2009 Act 314 created the
requirement of the State’s Register of Deeds to no
longer include social security numbers on their
documents and required the offices to redact social
security numbers on existing documents. To offset the

In May of 2010, the State
began a program to redact
social security numbers
on ROD documents and
authorized a $5 fee. ROD
used SSR to perform the
task.

cost for this project, the legislation authorized a $5
document recording fee on top of the existing $25 fee.
In July of 2013, the portion of the act that designated the
additional $5 fee for redaction was repealed but the
increase to the fee remained and Milwaukee County
continued its redaction program until early 2016. Per
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current State Statute, the fee remains at $30. La Fave
used SSR to perform the redaction project.
SSR’s agreements were issued as sole source
agreements which should have prevented the use of
third party vendors. SSR used two methods to pay
third party vendors – from a “funds on account” and
submitting invoices to Milwaukee County on SSR
letterhead for work performed by third parties.
These agreements were issued as sole source
contracts. An exception to the Chapter 32 competitive
bidding requirement is a purchase from a sole source.
The ordinance states that sole source purchases “by
Sole source contracts do
not allow for
subcontracting. It is
presumed the vendor
awarded the contract is the
only viable provider.

their nature, are not adapted to award by competitive
bidding as determined by the procurement director or his
or her designee and approved by the purchasing
standardization committee.”

The affidavit provided by

Procurement to departments to request sole source
contracts includes the statement that, “…items that are
sole source in the true sense of the words. They are not
legally available from any other source.” Sole source
contracts do not allow for subcontracting as the premise
is the vendor awarded the contract is the only viable
provider excluding any work done by a Targeted
Business Enterprise subcontractor if required.

However, SSR used third party vendors to accomplish
certain contract requirements for their work with the
ROD’s Office and La Fave. In order to pay third party
SSR and La Fave used
two methods to pay
third party vendors – out
of a funds on account at
SSR created using fake
invoices and converting
and submitting third
party invoices on SSR
letterhead.

vendors because the Accounts Payable Division would
not honor invoices from entities not under contract with
Milwaukee County, SSR and La Fave utilized two
methods. The first was a “pre-payment” to SSR from
Milwaukee County by means of fake invoices.
Payments to SSR by fake invoices created a “funds on
account” pool to pay third party vendors. The funds on
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account was a reserve fund maintained on SSR books
rather than in the county’s financial system.

The other method of payment was to submit invoices on
SSR letterhead for work performed by the third parties.
These invoices also included a payment to SSR for a
“technician” even though these services were not
performed for Milwaukee County.

According to the

Procurement Director, there is never a case when it
would be acceptable to pre-pay for an item or service,
with the exception of a purchase just made for the
pandemic.
Creating the funds on account at SSR via the
submittal of fake pre-pay invoices to Milwaukee
County allowed La Fave to pay for services in later
years at his discretion and kept the funds off of the
county books.
Using the pre-payment method allowed La Fave to
La Fave directed SSR to
submit fake invoices in
order to pre-pay them
and create the funds on
account.

establish funds on account at SSR which he used to pay
for services in later years. This is a violation of State
Statute 59.60 which requires any county surplus at year
end to be lapsed and rolled into the next adopted
budget.

A review of La Fave emails showed

communications from La Fave to SSR directing them to
State Statute 59.60
requires any county
surplus at year end to roll
into the next adopted
budget. Creating the
funds on account at SSR
allowed La Fave to avoid
that as he stated in an
email to SSR “Use it or
lose it. Holding it with you
all is a nice way to deal
with it.”

submit invoices in a stated amount to be paid. Figure 1
shows an email from December of 2014 from La Fave
to the Director of Finance and Operations for SSR with
a copy sent to the ROD’s Office Coordinator. In the
email La Fave directs SSR to submit the “pre-pay”
invoice to avoid the lapsing of funds at year end.

La

Fave is aware of the need to spend all funds before the
end of the county fiscal year as he adds in the email,
“Use it or lose it. Holding it with you all is a nice way to
deal with it.”
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Figure 1
Email from La Fave to SSR requesting “Pre-pay” Invoice

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

At other times, La Fave emailed SSR to create invoices
La Fave at times
provided SSR with the
detail for invoices
including quantity and
price.

based upon the items in the master price agreement to
submit for payment from Milwaukee County. Receiving
fake invoices from the sole source vendor allowed La
Fave to submit the invoices to the centralized county
Accounts Payable Division to be paid.

Since the

invoices followed the master price agreement and were
authorized for payment by the ROD’s Office, they were
processed. Figure 2 shows an email from June of 2014
from La Fave to the Director of Finance and Operations
for SSR with a copy sent to the ROD’s Office
Coordinator. In the email La Fave provides the detail
including quantity and price for SSR to generate an
invoice to be submitted to the Milwaukee County
Accounts Payable Division for payment.
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Figure 2
Email from La Fave to SSR requesting Creation of Invoice

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

In reviewing the invoices it was noted that the “pre-paid”
Pre-pay or fake SSR
invoices had invoice
numbers that matched the
date. Verified SSR
invoices did not.

invoices generally had an invoice number that was
simply the date. In the example in Figure 3, the invoice
number is 62614 since the date of the invoice was
issued on June 26, 2014. Legitimate SSR invoice
numbers did not match the date of the invoice. Figure 3
is an example of a “pre-paid” invoice.
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Figure 3
Example of Fake Invoice to pre-pay SSR

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

SSR converted third party invoices into SSR
invoices in order to receive payments from
Milwaukee County.
The second method of payments used by La Fave and
SSR would be to prepare an SSR invoice that reflected
the amount owed to the third party vendor but would be
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converted to a SSR invoice in order to obtain payment
from Milwaukee County’s Accounts Payables Division.
In addition, SSR added 5% of the invoice total, disguised
as a ‘technician fee’ at $125 per hour as listed in the
master price agreement, for the processing of the
invoice. Figure 4 contains an invoice from a third party
vendor dated March 28, 2014, sent to the Director of
Finance and Operations at SSR with a total cost of
$7,496.84 for document, party, legal and associated
document indexing.
Figure 4
Example of Third Party Invoice to SSR

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

Figure 5 contains an invoice dated March 31, 2014 found
in La Fave’s email from SSR to Milwaukee County in the
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Emails dated four days
apart show a third party
vendor invoicing SSR who
then invoices Milwaukee
County and adds $375
worth of project technician
costs.

amount of $7,871.84. This invoice is higher than the third
party vendor’s invoice by $375.

The SSR invoice

includes three hours of project technician costs at $125
per hour for a total cost of $375. Also of note is that since
this invoice is not a “pre-paid” invoice, the invoice number
is 64389 and does not match the date like the “pre-paid”
invoices do.

This invoice was submitted by SSR to

Milwaukee County for payment directly.
Figure 5
Example of SSR created Invoice off of Third Party

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

As can be seen in the email from July 1, 2015 in Figure
6, La Fave would direct SSR as to whether costs should
be paid out of the funds on account or have an invoice
prepared by SSR to submit to the county and be
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processed through the county’s accounts payable
system. In this email La Fave states, “this time send an
invoice to our Accounts Payable. We will pay from our
budget.”
Figure 6
Email showing La Fave paid for services from funds on account or from the county directly

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

In 2015 the master price agreement was modified to
eliminate nine out of 11 items although work
continued on the eliminated items by third party
vendors.
The master price agreement from 2015 contained two
line items: consulting service at $125 per hour and
computer services – document indexing completed at
$0.79 for each document. The prior master price
agreements had 11 items of work to be performed by
SSR. On July 17, 2015, La Fave sent the Procurement
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Office an email agreeing to remove nine of the 11 line
items from the SSR master price agreement. La Fave
said that the nine line items were not needed “because
that scanning and back indexing project is complete.”
The July 2015 extension eliminated 9 of 11 line items.
Figure 7 shows the email from La Fave to the Director
of the Procurement Division agreeing to change to
master price agreement.
Figure 7
Email from La Fave to Procurement Division on SSR Master Price Agreement Lines

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.
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Table 1 shows the items included in the master price
agreement prior to and after 2015.

Table 1
Items included in SSR’s Master Price Agreement pre and post 2015
Master Price Agreement
Item
Consulting Service
Document Indexing
Document Digital Image
Grantee Index Name
Verified Document
Temporary Service OT
Document Indexing without Party Names
Document Indexing Mortgage Indexing
Computer Services
SSN Redaction
Indexing Real Estate Docs without legal description
Source:

Pre 2015
$125/hour
$0.79 each
$0.06 each
$0.11 each
$0.25 each
$187.50/hour
$0.85 each
$0.05 each
$40 each
$0.09 each
$0.63 each

Post 2015
$125/hour
$0.79/item
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated
Eliminated

Audit Services Division created table based on selected emails sent by La Fave
From 2010 – 2018.

A review of emails after July of 2015 show that work on
Emails show work on
eliminated items from
the price agreement
continued by third party
vendors who invoiced
SSR.

the eliminated items continued.

In order to provide

payment for work outside of the master price agreement,
third party vendors would submit invoices to SSR. Most
of these services and prices corresponded to line items
which were deleted from the master price agreement
between Milwaukee County and SSR. As noted above
a master price agreement awarded as a “sole source”
does not allow for the use of sub-contractors or third
party vendors. After receipt of the third party invoice,
SSR would create a SSR invoice to receive payment.

Figure 8 is a January 29, 2016 invoice from a third party
to SSR detailing work performed. All of the items listed
are items that were eliminated in the new 2015 Master
Price Agreement between Milwaukee County and SSR.
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Figure 8
Third Party Invoice submitted to SSR for payment under sole source Price Agreement

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Figure 9 shows the SSR created invoice, dated January
Evidence that this invoice
was paid out of funds on
account is the statement
on the invoices that it was
paid on the same day as
the invoice date.

29, 2016, was to be used to process payment from the
funds on account at SSR. The statement on the invoice,
“This Invoice was paid on 1/29/2016” which is the same
date as the invoice date provides an indication that it
was not submitted to Milwaukee County for payment as
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it is paid the day it was issued.

In addition, SSR

provided via email a monthly spreadsheet for the ROD
project called the Superior Information and Redaction
(SIR), listing all payments from the funds on account to
La Fave. Invoice 73291 is listed on the SIR report.
Figure 9
SSR created Invoice from third party invoice to be paid out of funds on account due to elimination
of the work items from the Master Price Agreement

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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Because the funds were held at SSR and not at
Milwaukee County, the monthly SIR report from SSR
to La Fave was the only record of the funds. Our
review found the highest level of the funds on
account at the end of a calendar year to be $850,000
in 2014.
The SIR report provided by SSR to La Fave containing
the information on payments from and deposits into the
funds on account was provided monthly via email. Both
the redaction and the indexing project were used to
accumulate funds on account at SSR. The December
report would include the annual amount incurred and
accumulated during the relevant year.
From 2010 to 2018 SSR
received over $2.2 million
for their work on both
projects including payments
of approximately $93,313 for
project technician fees that
our review was unable to
justify.

The reports

included payments received since 2010. From that time
to 2018, SSR received over $2.2 million for their work on
both projects including payments of approximately
$93,313 for project technician fees that we were unable
to justify.

During our review we were able to find most of the
annual reports dated as of December 31, however,
some of the reports were missing and possibly were
taken as a part of the search warrant by the FBI. We
complied the data we were able to analyze. Table 2 and
Chart 1 show:
• the annual amounts we found that SSR was prepaid
for work
• the annual amount of work performed by SSR
including project technician fees
• the annual net of payments less work performed (in
standard practice this amount should be zero)
• the cumulative funds on account
The highest balance in the funds on account we found
was in 2014 with SSR holding over $850,000 in county
funds to be used at the direction of La Fave. As of
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January 2018, La Fave had spent down the funds on
account to the point where there was a remaining
balance of $3,491.

We were provided documentation

that a check was received and deposited from SSR in
the amount of $3,491 on March 22, 2019.

Table 2
Annual SSR Redaction Invoices, Payments and Funds on Account
Milwaukee County
Payments
2010*
2011*
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total
*
**

$20,000
$171,190
$960,049
$544,961
$484,110
$126,006
$9,006
$19,590
$0
$2,334,912

SSR Work
Invoiced
$7,071
$111,172
$334,364
$529,836
$272,932
$618,997
$255,068
$128,418
$615
$2,258,473

MC Payments less
SSR Work Invoiced
$12,929
$60,018
$625,685
$15,125
$211,178
$(492,991)
$(246,062)
$(108,828)
($615)

Funds on Acct.
Balance as of 12/31
Unknown
Unknown
$625,685
$640,810
$851,988
$358,997
$112,935
$4,107
$3,491**

In complete data from 2010 and 2011.
Amounts are rounded in the table.

Source:

Audit Services Division created table based on review of selected emails sent by La Fave
from 2010 – 2018.

If a department and a vendor are following county
policies and procedures, there should be no variance
between the work invoiced and payments issued by
Milwaukee County within a year. Chart 1 shows the data
from Table 2. The orange column which represents the
payments by Milwaukee County should be equal to the
grey column which represents the work performed by
SSR within a given year. If policies and procedures
were followed no blue column would exist which is the
funds on account balance because the county would
only pay for services that have already been performed.
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Chart 1
Annual Payments, Work Invoiced and Funds on Account
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Source: Audit Services Division created chart based on selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

The pre-payment of funds to SSR by La Fave
impacted his department’s year end fiscal position.
In 2014, he had a departmental deficit of $226,795
and a net pre-paid amount of $211,178 to SSR that
year. If La Fave hadn’t prepaid SSR, the funds would
have nearly eliminated his departmental deficit.
The amount paid to SSR over the cumulative period
eventually equaled the work invoiced notwithstanding
project technician fees, since in later years more work
was performed than was invoiced to Milwaukee County.
This was due to the overpayment by Milwaukee County
in prior years as SSR and La Fave established the funds
on account.

We wanted to evaluate the annual year end ROD
financial position to see if the annual pre-payment to
SSR impacted those results. We found the year with the
largest impact is 2014 where the department had a yearend deficit of $226,795 and had a net pre-payment to
SSR for the year of $211,178. If La Fave had only paid
SSR for the work performed that year, the department’s
deficit for the ROD’s Office in 2014 would have been
reduced to $15,617.
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Pre-payment of invoices to
SSR led to county funds
not being available to offset
or decrease deficits within
the ROD’s Office.

Table 3 shows the year end position for expenditures,
revenues and tax levy for 2010 to 2017 for the ROD
along with the annual net amount of work performed
versus payment to SSR. Finally it adjusts the annual tax
levy position based upon the annual net of work
performed versus payment to SSR.

Table 3
Annual Year End Totals in Register of Deeds

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Source:

ROD Year End
Expenditures
Surplus/(Deficit)

ROD Year End
Revenue
Surplus/(Deficit)

$325,762
$502,323
$117,656
$85,286
$301,589
($135,990)
$157,761
$167,971

($331,404)
($724,609)
$463,535
($293,457)
($528,384)
$225,813
$330,544
$244,613

ROD Year End
MC Payments
Tax Levy
Less SSR Work
Surplus/(Deficit)
Invoiced
($5,642)
($222,286)
$581,191
($208,171)
($226,795)
$89,823
$488,305
$412,584

$12,929
$60,018
$625,685
$15,125
$211,178
$(492,991)
$(246,062)
$(108,828)

Adjusted Year End
Property Tax Levy
Surplus/(Deficit)
$7,287
($162,268)
$1,206,876
($193,046)
($15,617)
($403,168)
$242,243
$303,756

Audit Services Division created tabled based selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
and reports out of the County’s financial website.

Prior to payment being issued by the Accounts
Payable Division, invoices must be signed off as ok
to pay, however, there is no language reminding
departments that invoices should not be submitted
for payment until services have been received and
that pre-payment of services is not allowed.
Currently, training on the financial systems is offered to
employees by both the Office of the Comptroller’s
Accounts Payable Division and the Department of
Administrative Services Procurement Division.

The

current payment process within the county’s financial
systems for services provided to the county does not
include language or an attestation from the department
that the invoices should be paid because all services
have already been received, therefore, we recommend:
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1. The Comptroller and
Administrative Services:

the

Department

of

a.

Update the current policies and procedures
including any financial system instructional
manuals to include a reminder to departments
that the County does not pre-pay for services.
b. Update any current and any new training on
payment systems to include a reminder that the
County does not pre-pay for services.
c. Explore the possibility of adding a pop up
reminder to any new financial systems
implemented at the county that the county does
not pre-pay for services.

In 2014, when asked about the redaction project La
Fave misled a county supervisor regarding the
status of the redaction funds.
The work performed by SSR on the redaction project
established by the State was not an unknown project
beyond his office. During budget deliberations in the fall
of 2014, La Fave was questioned by a County
La Fave emailed a
Supervisor that the current
balance in the redaction
fund was $100,000 in
September of 2014. SSR
records show a funds on
account balance of $851,988
as of December 2014.

Supervisor regarding how much redaction money would
remain at the end of the year. La Fave responded, via
email, there was $100,000 in the balance sheet and it
would be spent on future redaction work.

As of

December 2014, the current balance of funds on
account was $851,988 or $751,988 higher than he told
the Supervisor based upon the year end SIR report
provided by SSR to La Fave via email.

La Fave also implied the
funds were being held at
the county in a balance
sheet.

In addition, La Fave refers to the funds as “in a balance
sheet” which implies that the funds are housed at
Milwaukee County in a dedicated fund for use on the
redaction project rather than being held by SSR. The
county uses balance sheets in a very limited capacity for
funds that are typically held in trust or with restrictions
which allows for an exemption to the State law
prohibiting a rainy day fund.
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Figures 10 and 11 show the emails sent from La Fave
to the County Board Supervisor and an email from La
Fave to SSR regarding the Supervisor’s inquiry.
Figure 10
Email chain La Fave implies excess funds are held properly in a county balance sheet

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Figure 11

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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The redaction project was concluded by January of 2016
La Fave emailed SSR in
2016 at the conclusion of
the redaction project with
the following comment,
“Woo hoo! Glad to be
done with redaction. I
would still like to receive
the monthly report as to
how we’re spending the
pot of gold.”

as seen in the email in Figure 12. At that point, the funds
on account at SSR totaled over $350,000. La Fave in
the email refers to the funds as the “pot of gold” and
discusses requesting continuous monthly reports on
how the funds are being spent. At the time of this email,
La Fave estimates that the costs remaining to be paid to
a third party vendor for their indexing work was
$120,000 leaving an anticipated remaining balance of
over $230,000.

Figure 12
Email detail remaining funds after the conclusion of the redaction project with SSR

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Between 2016 and January of 2018, La Fave and SSR
continued to pay third party vendors for work out of the
funds on account. In January of 2019, as shown in
Figure 13, La Fave received an email from SSR which
indicated the current balance was $3,794. In addition,
La Fave complained about the presentation of an item
on the invoice that was attached. The invoice listed an
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item as “Expenses – The Knick…$302.25.” La Fave
La Fave informed SSR he
would like the report to
not show Expenses – the
Knick…$302.25.
According to La Fave it
should be described as
consulting.

informed SSR that, “The proper way to write this line
item is to describe it as consulting and detailing out the
price per hour, the time involved and the total.” La Fave
provided an example of how he would like the item to
appear which effectively disguises the item as
consulting costs versus dining expenses.

Figure 13
2019 Email showing the near elimination of the SSR funds on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

In 2017 La Fave suggested the use of the SSR funds
on account to fix his personal computer while also
paying for a meal with SSR.
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In 2017, La Fave emailed SSR, as shown in Figure 14,
In 2017, La Fave floated the
plan of spending funds on
account on lunch and having
an SSR employee fix his
personal laptop.

to say that, “we’ve got a few thousand remaining held in
account with SSR and no projects to spend it on. I think
we should spend some on consultation with you (lunch
out) plus my bringing in my personal laptop if someone
in your company can help clean it up, speed it up, etc.”

Figure 14
Email from La Fave requesting use of SSR funds on account to fix personal laptop

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

The plea agreement that
La Fave entered into
included restitution to
Milwaukee County of
$89,000.

During the course of the redaction project based
upon the documents we had access to SSR charged
Milwaukee County over $142,000 in project
technician fees. Often this fee was added to
invoices from third party vendors without a clear
indication that any work was performed. The plea
agreement La Fave entered into included restitution
to Milwaukee County of $89,000.
A line item within the master price agreement was a
$125 hourly fee for technician consulting. This fee was
included in all the invoices paid through both the funds
on account and Milwaukee County accounts payable.
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Figure 15 is an example of an invoice with a line item for
project technician fees of $1,031.25
Figure 15
Example of SSR invoice with the Project Technician Fee

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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Reviewing the monthly reports we had access to reveal
a total payment of $142,282 in technician consulting
Total project technician
fees of $142,282 were
paid
with
legitimate
items totaling $48,969.
Fees of $93,313 lack
evidence that any work
was performed.

fees from 2010 to 2018.

We found approximately

$48,969 in project management charges that were for
legitimate purposes.

For the remaining $93,313 in

charges on the invoices, we did not find evidence that
any work was performed by SSR to justify this fee other
than the creation of either pre-paid invoices or invoices
to pay third party vendors.

The plea agreement pending before the court includes
a restitution amount from La Fave to Milwaukee County
of $89,000 due to the conclusion that, “As a result of his
scheme, La Fave fraudulently obtained and attempted
to obtain at least $89,000.” It also includes the following
The plea agreement
includes a statement
that, “La Fave knew,
Business A had not
actually performed that
work.”

statement:
the essence of La Fave’s scheme was to
defraud Milwaukee County and to obtain
money by directing Individual A to create
fraudulent invoices that falsely made it
appear that Business A had done specified
work for the Milwaukee County Register of
Deeds Office, when as La Fave knew,
Business A had not actually performed that
work.
Table 4 contains the annual amount paid by Milwaukee
County for Project Technician Fees to SSR from both
accounts payable invoices and invoices from the funds
on account held at SSR.
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Table 4
Annual Technician Fee Charged to Milwaukee County
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total
Allowable Costs
SSR Mark Up
Source:

$3,250
$18,156
$27,281
$27,875
$11,906
$28,313
$16,375
$8,511
$615
$142,282
($48,969)
$93,313

Audit Services Division created table based on
emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

The ROD’s relationship with SSR ended in early
2018 however, SSR still advertises the work
performed for the ROD on its website. In
addition, while ROD La Fave has pled guilty to
a plea agreement, SSR still is an available
county vendor.
SSR lists the work it
performed for the ROD
on its website.

We found that as of November 2020 the SSR
website still lists its work for Milwaukee County’s
ROD’s Office as noted below.
SSR has delivered a variety of IT services and solutions
for public sector organizations, including:
•
•

•

Provided on-site employees, including a developer
and a network engineer, through a staffing
agreement.
Designed and implemented a disaster recovery
solution for the Milwaukee Police Department,
protecting business data and including a site
disaster solution.
Designed the specialized land records software
system for Milwaukee County’s Register of Deeds
and the platform the software runs on, including the
indexing and redaction of personal data to protect
consumer privacy.

We reviewed the county’s purchasing system for any
other departmental use of SSR. We found that since
2012 SSR performed work for other county departments
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including work of approximately $58,000 for the
Department of Transportation – Airport Division in 2020.
Milwaukee County includes debarment
of
contractor language in two of its ordinances for
non-compliance or failure to achieve results. The
State of Wisconsin includes in its Administrative
code conditions for consideration of debarment
including falsification of records.
Chapter 111 of the Milwaukee County Ordinances
includes discussion of the ability to debar contractors
who are in noncompliance of the Minimum Wage
Ordinance. Chapter 44 allows for debarment of
contractors for failure to achieve project residency goals
for public works contracts for up to two years. The
Department of Administrative Services has as recently
as 2019 recommended debarment of a vendor under
Chapter 44.

The State of Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapter
24.05 states that the department may debar a contractor
for reasons including:

Embezzlement, theft, forgery,

bribery, falsification or destruction of records, making
false

statements,

receiving

stolen

property

or

obstruction of justice; or any other offense indicating a
lack of business integrity or of business honesty which
offense seriously and directly affects the responsibility
of the contractor or subcontractor.

The Office of Corporation Counsel is the county’s legal
department and the Department of Administrative
Services has previously reviewed vendor behavior and
recommended debarment. Due to the submittal by SSR
to

Milwaukee

recommend:
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County

of

falsified

invoices,

we

2.

The Department of Administrative Services and
the Office of Corporation Counsel review the
conduct of SSR and determine if debarment as a
county vendor is an appropriate action.

The redaction project with SSR utilized independent
contractors as employees to complete the
necessary work. La Fave sought out candidates for
the work and it appears from emails that SSR
employed both La Fave’s wife and daughter on the
project.
La Fave used SSR to perform the redaction program.
On May 30, 2012, John La Fave issued a memo, seen
in Figure 16, which sought out staff to assist in the social
security redaction program.
Figure 16
Email attachment from La Fave seeking contractors to work for SSR on Redaction

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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La Fave emailed SSR in
2012 to remove his wife
and add his daughter as a
redactor.

We found in our review of email correspondence
between La Fave and SSR that both his wife and
daughter pursued working, or had previously worked, for
SSR as redactors. During our review we found evidence
that La Fave requested SSR to remove his wife from
their list of redactors and begin the process to add his
daughter as a redactor.

Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances
contains the Ethics Code that seeks to provide a code
of ethics for the guidance of county public officials and
county employees.

It states that, “no county public

official or employee shall use his/her public position or
office to obtain financial gain or anything of substantial
value for the private benefit of himself/herself or his/her
immediate family, or for an organization with which
he/she is associated.” Chapter 9 defines immediate
family as including a spouse or child.

Figure 17 shows an email from September 27, 2012
where La Fave requests SSR to remove his wife from
their list of redactors and begin the process to add his
daughter as a redactor. We were unable to confirm or
deny whether either performed any work on the project.
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Figure 17
Email from La Fave to SSR removing his wife from list of redactors but adding daughter

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

We found during our review of records that multiple
employees of the ROD worked on the redaction
project. Milwaukee County does not currently have
a policy prohibiting this practice. In interviews with
current employees who performed this work, all
stated work was not performed on county time or
with county resources. Through our review of
records available, we did not find any evidence to
dispute these claims.
SSR submitted monthly reports to La Fave on work
performed by the contracted employees. In reviewing
these reports, we found eight county employees who
worked on the project. Of those, five are no longer
employed

at

Milwaukee

County.

We

conducted

interviews of the remaining employees and the
supervisor of the relevant area as well.

Consistent across our interviews were statements that:
•
•
•
•

the program was open to all employees of the ROD.
the work was at a lower cost because it was not
performed using overtime.
the work was not performed on county property.
individuals used their own equipment not county
equipment.
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We reviewed a sample of payroll records from 2015 for
employees who worked on the redaction project to see
if there were any abnormalities that would raise
concerns of work performed on county time. We looked
to see if the employees that were working on the
redaction project had overtime amounts that were not in
line with coworkers who were not employed on the
redaction project. We also looked to see if there was
any indication of off time being used in a manner that
was not consistent with co-workers. We did not find any
outliers within the records we had although, the length
of time since the project was performed hindered our
analysis.

We did find during the course of our review that a
procurement driven RFP and contract for ROD services
with a different vendor does prohibit using county
employees.

The ROD’s contract with US Imaging

states, “Staffing:

Such personnel shall not be the

employees of, or have any other contractual relationship
with the county.”

We interviewed the Director of HR Operations and
Talent Acquisition from the Department of Human
Resources to obtain the county’s procedures on
employees working for a county contractor. Chapter 9
of the County Ethics Code allows for outside
employment for county officials and employees. The
Director informed us that Milwaukee County does not
currently have a countywide procedure to follow when
an employee is moonlighting for a contractor.

The

Director believed that while employees do moonlight, it
is typically not related to their county job, though when
briefed on the situation which occurred under the former
ROD, he agreed that additional guidance may be
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needed to prevent potential conflicts of interest. We
believe there is a need for updated county procedures
or ordinances to resolve and guide managers when
employees seek to moonlight.

We recommend:

3. The Department of Human Resources work to
create and publish guidelines for departments to use
when establishing procedures to follow when
employees request to perform work for an outside
entity including specific instructions when that
outside entity is a vendor under a county contract.
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Section 2: La Fave executed revenue contracts with Fidlar
Technologies with his sole signature that enabled
the creation of a funds on account at Fidlar. He also
received over $7,000 in gifts from Fidlar from 2010 to
2018.
Fidlar has provided services to ROD since 1999
including the Tapestry, Laredo, Monarch and Avid
programs.
Fidlar Technologies, Incorporated (Fidlar) is based out
of Davenport, Iowa and provides technology and
services for the management of public information.
Fidlar offers a variety of land records software products
for the ROD, which allow the public to have electronic
access to ROD real estate records. The county began
using Fidlar in 1999. Fidlar offers a variety of products
used by ROD some of which ROD purchases from Fidlar
and others where revenue is collected and remitted to
the ROD from Fidlar. The major products used under
La Fave included:
•
Fidlar has four main
products used by the
ROD – Tapestry, Laredo,
Monarch and Avid. He
used revenue contracts
with Fidlar where he was
the lone county
signature.

•
•

•

Tapestry – single web destination for land records
professional to access images. Not used for large
companies. Fidlar charges users and pays ROD
based upon searches and pages printed.
Laredo – land records document search engine.
Fidlar charges users and pays ROD based upon a
paid quarterly subscription fee.
Monarch – access for large companies to access
ROD images and indexes. Fidlar charges users and
pays ROD based upon executed Master Service
Agreements.
AVID – contract for land record software with support
from Fidlar. ROD pays Fidlar a fixed amount based
upon a signed contract.

La Fave executed revenue contracts with Fidlar as
the lone county signature and included language
allowing Fidlar to hold county revenue contrary to
state and county policies.
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Many of the contracts with Fidlar were revenue based
and signed on behalf of the county by La Fave only.
Some of the revenue contracts included statements that
allowed for Fidlar to retain a portion of the revenue at
The Comptroller would
not sign a contract that
contains a financial
provision that allows a
private vendor to hold
onto county revenue.

Fidlar

rather

than

depositing

the

revenue

with

Milwaukee County. This is in violation of the Wisconsin
state law prohibiting a rainy day fund for the county.
After the passage of Wisconsin Act 14 in 2013, one of
the required signatures on all contracts is the signature
of County Comptroller. The Comptroller functions as the
Chief Financial Officer and is charged with keeping the
county in compliance with the rainy day fund
requirement. We interviewed the County Comptroller
who indicated he would not sign a contract that
contained such a financial provision.

In an email to staff at Fidlar in 2015, La Fave
La Fave chided Fidlar to
remember to call their
deals “agreements”
since, “a real contract
would have to go before
the County Board for
approval, plus it would
probably require an
RFP.”

acknowledged his awareness that the structure of his
agreements with Fidlar were in violation of county
policies.

He reminds Fidlar to refer to them as an

agreement rather than a contract since he was aware
that “a real contract would have to go before the county
board for approval, plus it would probably require an
RFP.” Figure 18 shows the email from April 28, 2015.

Figure 18
Email from La Fave reminding Fidlar to call it an agreement not contract to avoid RFP process

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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Revenue contracts are not currently monitored
outside of the issuing department and the practices
for depositing of revenue do not contain contract
verification, a gap in the County’s internal controls.
La Fave used this loophole to independently
execute contracts allowing for the establishment of
funds on account by having Fidlar disperse revenue
at his request rather than when it was received.
While the Comptroller issued a memo in 2014 that
contained guidelines for how departments should issue
revenue contracts, there was no mechanism we found
to confirm that a department follows the guidelines.
Controls exist for contracts where the county pays a
vendor with the Docusign Contract signature system
and the accounts payable review that will not process a
payment by the county to a vendor providing a service
if the contract was not properly executed. According to
the Office of Corporation Counsel, revenue contracts
are required to go through the Docusign system.
However, the execution of revenue contracts are not
currently monitored outside of the issuing department
and the practices for depositing of revenue do not
contain contract verification such as occurs with a
purchasing contract.

Figure 19 contains a copy of the signature page within
Docusign which lists all the required signatures on a
properly executed contract.
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Figure 19
2019 Docusign Screenshot of Required Signatures on properly executed contracts

Source: Copy of Docusign provided by the Office of the Comptroller’s Financial Analyst.

We conducted a review of the monthly contracts report
provided to the County Board from the Office of the
Comptroller to determine if other county departments
were following the guidelines for revenue contracts.
Our review of those reports from 2013 to 2020 found
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Other county departments
executed their revenue
contracts with all required
signatures and were
included in the
Comptroller’s report to the
County Board on
contracts.

that while it is not as common an occurrence for the
county to be the provider of a service versus the
purchaser, examples did exist.

All of the revenue

contracts that were found in the Comptroller’s report to
the Board followed the procedures described in the
memo which includes obtaining all required signatures
and Board approval when required.

The lack of a control to verify that revenue contracts
be routed and approved via the Docusign contract
signature system helped enable La Fave to insert
provisions into revenue contracts that were
contrary to county policy.
The county uses a two part verification system in
regards to contracts and payments to ensure all
contracts have the required review and signature. Step
one is the review and signature process in the Docusign
system. Step two is the control where a review at the
Accounts Payable Division level when a payment is
required. When a payment for a vendor is requested,
accounts payable staff verifies that the contract under
which payment is requested has the appropriate
signatures and board action, if required. Since there is
no issuance of payment out of the county system for a
revenue contract the outside review of the contract does
not occur. Lacking this control enables departments to
skip routing their contracts through Docusign which is
the case for revenue contracts with Fidlar that La Fave
entered into.

Figure 20 shows the signature page from a contract
signed in 2018 which includes the statement that, “Fidlar
A 2018 contract signed
solely by La Fave stated,
“Fidlar will disperse
revenue accordingly as
requested by the county.”

will disperse revenue accordingly as requested by the
county in the amount of 0.10 per document image.”
Revenue should be dispensed as it is received or in a
reasonable time frame such as monthly. Lacking the
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review by both the Office of the Comptroller and the
Office of Corporation Counsel allowed for this contract
to be executed in October of 2018 with language that
allows for the establishment of a funds on account by
Fidlar.

La Fave was the sole county signature on the

document.
Figure 20
2018 Revenue Contract signed by La Fave allowing for revenue dispersed at his request.

Source: Audit Services revenue of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.
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In a contract signed in 2016 with Fidlar the following
language was included, “Fidlar will hold monthly
payment in an account at Fidlar .07 per document
A 2016 contract signed
solely by La Fave
stated, “Fidlar will hold
monthly payment in an
account at Fidlar.”

image.” The language has a line drawn thorough it but
it is unclear at what point that occurred and by whom.
Similar to the contract in 2018, La Fave was the lone
county signature on the document. Figure 21 shows the
signature page for the county for the 2016 contract.

Figure 21
2016 Revenue Contract signed by La Fave allowing for revenue dispersed at his request.

Source: Audit Services revenue of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018.

La Fave established a funds on account at Fidlar
through the retention of revenue owed to Milwaukee
County that Fidlar held.
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La Fave used the contracts he signed with Fidlar to
establish a funds on account at Fidlar that was similar to
the funds on account at SSR. However, the system at
Fidlar was based upon the retention of county revenue
by Fidlar through their various services that they
administered on behalf of the ROD’s Office.

Beginning in 2014, La Fave informed Fidlar that he
would like to add the revenue from the Monarch program
to be partially held on account at Fidlar similar to the
existing funds on account system he has with Fidlar for
the Tapestry program.

According to our records he

began having Fidlar hold revenue on account from
Tapestry at least as far back as 2009. Figure 22 is a
copy of an email from 2014 where La Fave tells Fidlar,
“For a temporary period, I ask that you stop sending us
a monthly check for the Monarch revenue. Until further
notice, please hold it as a Monarch credit account
similarly to what we do with Tapestry.”
Figure 22
Email from La Fave directing Fidlar to hold revenues on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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At times, La Fave held back roughly half of
the revenue owed to the county by Fidlar in
order to avoid the revenue going to the
county’s general fund. In addition, we found
an unsent email to SSR that stated, “Shhh I
don’t advertise this to our fiscal folks or the
county board.”
In an unsent email to SSR in 2015, shown in
In 2015 in an unsent email
to SSR La Fave informs
them of his funds on
account with Fidlar and
concludes his email by
saying, “Shhh, I don’t
advertise this to our fiscal
folks or the county board.”

Figure 23, La Fave explains that he currently
has about $99,000 in his funds on account at
Fidlar. He also informs SSR he has Fidlar pay
Milwaukee County just under half of the revenue
so that the revenue doesn’t go to the county’s
general fund. This is in violation of State Statute
59.61 which states that Officers of the county
shall, “Pay all such money into the county
treasury at the time that is prescribed by law, or
if not so prescribed daily or at the intervals that
are prescribed by the board.”

La Fave also

indicates that Fidlar allows him to spend the
funds on account on any product or services that
have a relationship to Fidlar.
Figure 23
Email from La Fave to SSR explaining funds on account at Fidlar

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

By 2017, La Fave indicated that $7,000 of the
quarterly revenue from the Tapestry program be
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held back to replenish the fund on account and
that $3,000 monthly from the Monarch revenue
be held back as well. Figure 24 contains a copy
of the email.
Figure 24
Email from La Fave in 2017 adjusting hold back amounts at Fidlar

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

In 2017 La Fave informed other Register of Deeds
that he retained revenue with Fidlar rather than
depositing it properly with Milwaukee County or as
La Fave referred to it, “our county general fund
sinkhole.”
In 2017, La Fave sent an email to some of his fellow
La Fave emailed his
fellow RODs to
explain that he
preferred his
customers to use the
Fidlar programs
where he controlled
the revenue.

RODs where he indicated he encouraged customers to
use the Fidlar Tapestry program since that allowed him
to increase his funds on account rather than the Laredo
program where the revenue was deposited directly with
Milwaukee County. In his email, La Fave complained,
“Unfortunately, Laredo revenue just gets deposited into
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our county general fund sinkhole.” Figure 25 is a copy
of the email from La Fave to other Wisconsin RODs.
Figure 25
Email from La Fave to other RODs explaining why he established the funds on account at Fidlar

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

La Fave understood that Milwaukee County
expected revenue deposits from his vendors and
manipulated the timing of his deposits to not raise
concerns.
La Fave was aware that the county budgeted an
expected amount annually to be received from the Fidlar
La Fave directed
payments from Fidlar to
remain in line with his
budgeted revenue.

services and he ensured that enough of the revenue be
transferred from Fidlar to the county to meet or exceed
his budget. We found evidence in the email in Figure 26
from La Fave to the ROD Office Coordinator from July
of 2018 when he told her, “Not too worry. Very soon I
will tell Fidlar to not keep any of the Monarch and
Tapestry revenue and to send it all to us. Before the end
of the year we will reach or surpass the budget
amounts.”
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Figure 26
Email from La Fave discussing depositing enough revenue back into the county Books

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

La Fave directed the payment of items either from
funds on account or by submitting the proper
paperwork to pay from Milwaukee County directly.
His emails show he clearly understood the risk of
exposure associated with an invoice sent by
mistake to Milwaukee County.
During the period of review La Fave used the funds to
pay for items for the ROD’s Office either from the funds
on account or from Milwaukee County directly by
submitting an invoice to accounts payable to be
processed. In 2014, La Fave became upset when, by
mistake, an invoice was submitted to the county’s
centralized Accounts Payable Division rather than
paying for items from the funds on account as the
following emails, shown in Figure 27, between La Fave,
the ROD Office Coordinator and Fidlar demonstrate.
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Figure 27
Email chain about a mistake when Fidlar sent invoice to Accounts payable instead of paying from
funds on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

In addition to avoiding submitting paperwork to
Milwaukee County’s Accounts Payable Division, La
Fave and the ROD Office Coordinator worked to
minimize risk of exposure.
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La Fave complained to
Fidlar and copied the ROD
Office Coordinator, “C’mon,
you blew it. You knew darn
well the payment for the
Epson printers is to come
from our Tapestry credit.
You all know darn well that
you were not supposed to
send an invoice to our
Accounts Payable!”

The email chain between La Fave and the ROD Office
Coordinator in Figure 28 demonstrates that both La
Fave and his staff were aware of the potential problems
that would result if invoices were mistakenly submitted
to Accounts Payable. The email states that the Office
Coordinator would appreciate it if Fidlar send a credit
memo to ensure that the paper trail is “nice and clean
(so questions don’t arise in the future).”

Figure 28
Emails showing how modifications occurred to keep information out of accounts payable

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

La Fave used funds on account from Fidlar to pay
for lodging while attending conferences rather than
use county funds which requires completion of a
Travel Expense report and copies of receipts.
Section 7.12 of the county’s Administrative Manual of
Operating Procedures details the required reporting by
employees and elected officials to be reimbursed for
travel expenses for county related work. Of note, the
procedure states:
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•

•
•
•
•

All elected officials, officers and employees of
Milwaukee County are required to follow these
procedures for the authorization and reimbursement
of travel expenses.
All claims for overnight accommodations must be
substantiated by paid original receipts.
All public modes of transportation must be
substantiated by original ticket stubs.
Meals, including tips, are reimbursable at actual cost
upon submission of paid receipts.
Registration fees for conventions, conferences and
seminars are reimbursable when supported by paid
receipts.

In addition to using the funds to pay for services and
commodities for the operation of the ROD’s Office, La
La Fave used Fidlar
funds on account to pay
for work related travel.

Fave used the funds on account for travel expenses for
himself and his staff primarily to attend conferences. In
an email from 2012, La Fave arranges to have his
lodging paid for out of Tapestry credits as shown in
Figure 29.
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Figure 29
Email from La Fave demonstrating payment by Fidlar for travel from the funds on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

At other times, La Fave covered the cost of his travel
by accessing multiple methods.
In 2013, he
proposed using Funds on account, a Fidlar expense
account and county funds for one conference.
In 2013, La Fave attended the Property Records
Industry Association conference in Washington D.C. As
noted in the email he sent to Fidlar on February 18,
La Fave noted in one
travel email that he,
“won’t be partaking in
any spa services or
whatever on the
county dime.”

2013, he used county funds to pay for the lodging. He
indicated in the email signing a sales order to allow for
the use of funds on account to pay for his airfare.

He

also requested in the email shown in Figure 30 that a
Fidlar expense account be used to provide him with a
meal or two while at the conference.
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Figure 30
Email from La Fave demonstrating payment by Fidlar for travel from the funds on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

La Fave also directed Fidlar to pay for the expenses
of the Deputy ROD and his wife to attend the
Property Insurance Records Industry Association
Conference.
In 2009, the Deputy ROD attended the Property
Records Industry Association conference.
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La Fave

La Fave encouraged his
Deputy ROD to use the funds
on account at Fidlar for,
“hotel meals (and massages
or whatever…).”

emailed, as shown in Figure 31, that he hoped Fidlar
would treat them to a good time. And stated, “remember
to put hotel meals (and massages or whatever…) On to
your hotel ROOM bill so that Tapestry covers them!”

We conducted an interview with the Deputy ROD who
said he did not remember how travel he conducted had
been paid for possibly due to the length of time since the
travel. He said it was not typical for him to travel and not
pay it through the normal county process. He indicated
his understanding was that the funds on account were
used to pay for bills that otherwise would have been paid
for by Milwaukee County if the revenue had been
deposited at Milwaukee County.

Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ethics
states that, “the ethical county public official or employee
should not…Accept anything of value from any source
that is offered to influence his or her action as a public
official.”

Chapter 9 establishes the requirements for

certain county officials or employees to file a statement
of economic interest and specifies that those whose
duties and responsibilities include the awarding or
execution of contracts shall file the statement.

The

annual filing of the Statement of Economic Interest is
determined by each department head, according to an
interview with the Administrator of the Ethics Board. The
Deputy ROD was not required by the then ROD to fill out
a Statement of Economic Interest.
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Figure 31
Email from La Fave demonstrating payment by Fidlar for the Deputy ROD for travel from the funds on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2009 – 2018

In both this section and Section 1, we have included
many, but not all of the emails, in which the prior ROD
communicated instructions to outside vendors and his
staff regarding his scheme. These emails represent a
small portion of the communication which occurred from
2009 to 2019. Staff members were carbon copied on
many, but not all of the emails. In addition, staff was sent
direct emails from La Fave such as one in March of 2012
where the Office Coordinator inquired about paying an
invoice and received a reply from La Fave to her alone
that stated, “These are actually paid from $$ they hold
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from prepaid invoices.” La Fave relied on the cooperation
of vendors. He also relied on the cooperation of staff to
either look the other way or actively process payments
from fake and pre-pay invoices in violation of County
policy, at his direction. In an interview with the Deputy
Register of Deeds he admitted he was aware of the funds
on account but believed since La Fave was spending it
on county items it was not a problem.

Without the

support of his staff, it was unlikely that he would have
been able to carry out his scheme for the duration that he
did.
The County discusses expected conduct of employees in
many places, including, County Ordinances, the Ethics
Code, Civil Service Rules, Employee Handbook, and
department work rules. There are also resources for
employees including an Employee Relations Hotline,
Employee Assistance Program, and the Fraud, Waste,
and Abuse Hotline our office supports. In recent years,
many county rules, including the Ethics Code, have been
incorporated in training via the county’s online training
program,

and

through

various

county-wide

communications.

This report includes recommendations related to the
vendors. We also believe that it’s important that the
county evaluate the conduct of active employees who
were included on communications related to the scheme
and who processed payments on behalf of La Fave.
Therefore, we recommend:
4.

The ROD should work with the Department of
Human Resources to review the conduct of ROD
employees who were included on email
correspondence discussing the former ROD’s
scheme and who processed inappropriate invoices
on his behalf to determine whether corrective action
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is appropriate for violation of State Statutes, county
ordinances, policies and procedures.
La Fave did not limit his use of the funds on account
for travel for conferences. We found evidence that
the funds on account may have been used for
attendance and food at baseball games and
possibly for the purchase of tickets.
In the email shown in Figure 32, La Fave proposed using
the funds on account to pay for entertainment items
such as lodging to see a baseball game in St. Louis as
evidenced in the following email. The email is not clear
as to whether funds on account were to be used to pay
for the game tickets or if Fidlar would pay.
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Figure 32
Email from La Fave exploring use of funds on account for baseball games in St. Louis

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

A separate email from May 28, 2014, in Figure 33,
shows the confirmation by La Fave that he, his wife, the
Deputy ROD and his wife would be attending a baseball
game at Wrigley Field in Chicago. La Fave asks in the
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email, “If there’s any chance that you could finagle
having the Tapestry credit cover the lodging too that
would be nice.”

La Fave reported on his annual

Statement of Economic Interest receiving gifts from
Fidlar totaling $332.72 with the descriptions of dinner,
ballgame, food and lodging at Wrigley Field.
Figure 33
Email from La Fave exploring use of funds on account for lodging in Chicago

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of
Ordinances establishes the Ethics Code providing
guidance to employees and officers of Milwaukee
County to avoid conflicts of interest. More scrutiny
is required of Statements of Economic Interest to
flag potential conflicts.
Chapter 9 of the Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances
contains the Ethics Code which seeks to provide a code
of ethics for the guidance of county public officials and
county employees to help them avoid conflicts between
their personal interests and their public responsibilities.
It states that public offices should not be used for
personal gain. The code provides the process by which
determinations are made that public officials or
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employees have acted in ways which are incompatible
with the best interests of county government and of the
people of Milwaukee County.

The County Ethics Code
seeks to provide
guidance to employees
and states that an ethical
county public official or
employee should not
accept anything of value
from any source that is
offered to influence his or
her action as a public
official.

In addition, the Chapter states that, “the ethical county
public official or employee should not…Accept anything
of value from any source that is offered to influence his
or her action as a public official.” Chapter 9 establishes
the requirements for certain county officials

or

employees to file a statement of economic interest and
specifies that those whose duties and responsibilities
include the awarding or execution of contracts shall file
the statement. Annual statements are due to the Ethics
Board within thirty days of the closing of each calendar
year.

Our review of Chapter 9 found that there was no clear
direction on review of the statements that are filed.
Processes are clearly established when an accusation
Annual Statement of
Economic Impact
forms are required for
top department heads
and elected officials to
report receipt of any
gifts in excess of $50.

of violation of the code occurs. We interviewed the
current Administrator of the Ethics Board to understand
the review process of the annual Statements of
Economic Interest. He informed us that the Ethics Board
primarily functions as an advisory board and provides
guidance to elected officials and employees regarding
items within the Ethics Code.

Included in the Statement of Economic Interest form is a
La Fave reported receiving
over $7,000 worth of gifts
from Fidlar from 2010 to
2017 ranging from
professional memberships
to Chocolate of the Month
in 2016 worth over $350.

section that requires employees filling out the form to
indicate whether they had received any gifts with a value
in excess of $50. We reviewed La Fave’s reports from
2010 to 2018. During that time period La Fave reported
receiving $7,976 worth of gifts. Of that amount $7,826
was from gifts from Fidlar. All Statement of Economic
Interest forms are available to the public from the Ethics
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Board to ensure transparency according to the
Administrator of the Ethics Board. Table 5 details by
year the gifts as reported on La Fave’s annual
Statements of Economic Interest.

Year
2018
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2015
2014
2014
2014
2013
2012
2012

Table 5
La Fave’s Statement of Economic Interest from 2010 to 2018
Vendor
Item

Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar

2011
2011
2011
2011
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010

SSR
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar
Fidlar

Amount

No gifts reported
Tickets and Food at Miller Park
Tickets and Food at Miller Park
Food and Bev for La Fave and wife at Fidlar Educational Symposium
Chocolate of the Month
Food
No gifts reported
Fleece Vest
Dinner and Ballgame at Wrigley Field – Chicago
Lodging and parking in Chicago, IL.
2 tickets for Brewers game at Wrigley Field-Chicago
Food & Lodging at Fidlar Conference in Rock Island, IL.
Registration for WI Register of Deeds Association (WRDA)
conference in Stevens Point, WI.
Lodging at WRDA conference in Stevens Point, WI.
Annual Membership in Property Records Industry Association
Food and Lodging at PRIA Conference in Memphis, TN.
Transportation to/from PRIA Conference in Memphis, TN.
Registration Fee for PRIA conference in Memphis, TN.
Registration fee for WRDA in Spring Green, WI.
Lodging cost for WRDA in Spring Green, WI.
National Association of County Recorders, Election Officials and
Clerks (NACRC) Membership renewal
Gift Basket with assorted items
Bike jersey and Shorts
Lodging at WRDA conference in Madison, WI.
Baseball game at Wrigley Field Chicago, IL.
Annual Membership in NACRC
Flight to DC for NACRC of PRIA conference
Bus from airport to hotel in D.C.
Conference registration for NACRC in D.C.
Conference registration for PRIA in D.C.
Lodging & Meals for NACRC & PRIA conference
Lodging for Fidlar Educational Conference Rock Island, IL.
Registration for WRDA conference
Lodging for WRDA conference
Baseball game at Wrigley Field
TOTAL

$0
$207.00
$65.00
$70.00
$359.40
$160.00
$0
$20.00
$79.00
$253.72
$150.00
$370.00
$100.00
$210.00
$385.00
$764.68
$273.20
$300.00
$100.00
$154.00
$250.00
$150.00
$75.00
$206.10
$75.00
$250.00
$204.90
$27.00
$250.00
$300.00
$1,537.61
$159.50
$192.00
$150.00
$128.15
$7,976.26

Source: Audit Services Division created table based on review of annual Statement of Economic Interest reports.

The current version of the form does not require any
disclosure of whether a vendor that has given a gift to
an official or an employee has a contract with the
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department official who is filling out the form. The lack
of that information limits the effectiveness of the form
since it then requires a reader to be aware of all vendor
relationships within a department when reviewing the
form.

According to the Administrator of the Ethics

Board, County Board action is required to modify the
existing forms, therefore, we recommend:
5. The Administrator of the Ethics Board prepare a
resolution to be considered by the County Board to
modify the Statement of Economic Interest form to
include information regarding the status of vendor’s
relationship with a department when a gift has been
received in excess of $50.
We also found evidence of repayment of gifts from
La Fave in order to eliminate the need to report the
gifts on his Statement of Economic Impact form.
The Ethics Code states that, “A county public official or
employee need not report on his/her statement of
economic

interests

under

paragraph

(a)

any

compensation, reimbursement, or payment which: the
county public official or employee returns to the payer
within thirty (30) days of receipt.”

We found that in 2015 La Fave paid Fidlar back for the
purchase of Brewers tickets to avoid having to report the
item on his Statement of Economic Interest. He includes
his interpretation in the email that it is legal for him to
receive the gifts, but they must be reported. He stated
in the email due to the upcoming election, he wished to
have no gifts to report on his Statement of Economic
Interest form which required the repayment of the
Brewers tickets. However, he failed to do so within the
30 day window as required under the Ethics Code.
Figure 34 contains a copy of the email where he
expresses his need to issue a personal check to Fidlar
to reimburse them for the Brewers tickets.
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Figure 34
Email from La Fave explaining the need to reimburse vendor to avoid reporting gift.

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Funds on account being held by a vendor rather
than on the County’s financial system hindered our
ability to research expenses. We used emails which
show that at least approximately $800,000 was held
in funds on account at Fidlar from 2011 to 2018.
We reviewed email exchanges between Fidlar and La
Fave to attempt to determine the amount of funds that
were held in the funds on account at Fidlar from 2011 to
2018. We found an email exchange between La Fave
and Fidlar that contained an itemized listing in 2015 of
all expenses from the funds on account since October
of 2011. Due to a lack of records after that point, we
found evidence that the balance grew to $100,673 in
2016 and up to $165,327 as of 2018 as shown in Figures
35 and 36.

The newly elected ROD Ramón informed us that Fidlar
had paid in full all outstanding funds on account as of
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December 2019. In addition, ROD Ramón requested
and was provided from Fidlar a high level accounting of
the credits and debits into the funds on account. This
report did not contain the itemized listing of the
payments out of the funds on account detail similar to
what we found in La Fave’s email. For example, the
listing found in La Fave’s email included travel items.
The listing provided by Fidlar did not itemize these
expenses. This results in a gap of knowledge of what
La Fave spent the funds on from 2015 to 2019.
Therefore, we recommend:
6. The ROD request full documentation from Fidlar of
the debits from the funds on account from 2010 to
2019 including any documentation provided by La
Fave; prepare a written policies and procedures
manual to document new contract review and
signature signoff implemented in the office and issue
a Request for Proposals for all products currently
offered from Fidlar at Milwaukee County.

Figure 35
Email from 2016 with balance of Fidlar fund on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018

Figure 36
Email from 2018 with balance of Fidlar fund on account

Source: Audit Services Division review of selected emails sent by La Fave from 2010 – 2018
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ROD Ramón followed County policies and
procedures when establishing a new master price
agreement with Fidlar in the fall of 2019 and added
new reporting requirements of Fidlar.
A new contract with Fidlar was executed in the fall of
2019 which requires the submission of invoices to ROD,
the county’s Information Management Services Division
and the Milwaukee County Accounts Payable Division
and requires the invoice to include: the amount being
credited or paid to the county, a listing of the services
and products provided or type of revenue being shared
and, how each line was calculated. In an interview with
ROD Ramón he indicated he had implemented a new
review process upon assuming the position of ROD.
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Section 3: Contracting policies and procedures at Milwaukee
County are complicated, ordinances do not match
State Statutes and controls over revenue contracts
remain elusive.
According to the county’s Central Accounts Payable
Department Liaison the paying of vendors at
Milwaukee County is, “complicated, there is no
other way to say it.”
We conducted numerous interviews with multiple staff
members who are responsible for various aspects of
According to an
interview with Accounts
Payable staff, there is
not one particular
document throughout
the county which would
explain how the
departments connect
regarding the
procedures and process
of paying invoices.

Milwaukee County paying its vendors.

According to

Accounts Payable staff, there is not one particular
document throughout the county which would explain
how the departments connect regarding the procedure
and process of paying invoices, the dollar amount, and
whom is responsible for what. In this section we attempt
to provide a quick high level guide to the policies and
procedures that drive county purchasing and contracting
business. We have noted where behavior by La Fave
was in direct conflict.

In terms of approving payments, Milwaukee County
does employ a three way matching system for payments
through the accounts payable process.

Three-way

matching is a common accounting procedure for
processing a vendor invoice to ensure that a payment is
complete and accurate. The goal of three-way matching
is used to highlight any discrepancies in three important
documents in the purchasing process – purchase
orders, order receipts/packing slips, and invoices. At
Milwaukee County once the three-way match has been
confirmed, then departmental authorization occurs for
payment and a payment goes out.
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According to

accounts payable staff, in all payments scenarios,
departments are responsible for determining if goods or
services are received.

We have summarized below a simplified version of the
state of contracts and payments at Milwaukee County.
Table 6 contains the multiple layers of authority that
drive Milwaukee County purchasing and contracts.

Table 6
Layer of Authority for Milwaukee County Purchasing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wisconsin Constitution
State Statutes
County Ordinances
Adopted County Resolutions and Action Items
Office of Corporation Counsel Opinions (Issued related to
contractual requirements and authority)
6. County Administrative Manual of Operating Procedures

Milwaukee County is an entity of the State of Wisconsin
which means the county can establish its own policies
and procedures in areas where State Statutes are silent.
However, State Statutes must be followed and take
precedence over actions by Milwaukee County when in
place. In the State of Wisconsin, counties are
considered to be an administrative arm of the State
unlike

municipalities

who

under

the

Wisconsin

Constitution have home rule power. There have been
numerous acts adopted by the State Legislature in
recent years that impact county purchasing and contract
rules. Acts 14, 55 and 203 resulted in changes to county
contract requirements specifically.

In addition to contract language, there are additional
State Statutes that La Fave violated. Per State
Statue Milwaukee County is required to roll each
annual surplus into the following year’s budget
rather than establish an operating rainy day fund as
is allowed for municipalities.
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State Statute 59.60 requires that the one-time annual
surplus of the county be applied against the tax levy
requirements of the subsequent year’s budget. This
results in any leftover expenditure authority within a
given year being required to be rolled into the county’s
general fund and applied toward the next property tax
levy amount. This prohibits a department from holding
onto funds for use in a subsequent year as La Fave did
with both SSR and Fidlar. Annually the County Board
adopts a resolution transferring the annual surplus (or
deficit) into the subsequent adopted budget.
La Fave violated State Statutes regarding revenues
since State Statutes dictate that all county officers,
employees and any other body that collects or
receives revenue on behalf of the county deposit it
with the Milwaukee County Treasurer.
While the Register of Deeds is an elected official of
Milwaukee County, statutes and ordinances governing
contracts and purchasing apply. State Statute 59.61
calls for the payment of all revenue to the County
Treasurer at the time that is prescribed by law and the
prohibition in the State Statutes noted above requires
the county to not delay depositing of revenue to create
a reserve fund. La Fave executed revenue contracts
with Fidlar that allowed for the release of the revenue at
the request of La Fave which conflicts with the intent of
the statute.

Revenue deposits or cash receipts in the county’s
financial system, Advantage, do not currently contain
any language reminding departments of the statutory
requirement to deposit revenue at the time prescribed
by law. In addition, there is currently no detailed review
of revenue deposits that occurs. The Treasurer’s Office
does verify that the bank has received the deposit
amount noted in the cash receipt.
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Unlike on the

payment side where the Accounts Payable Division
reviews

payments

to

ensure

properly

executed

contracts exist, there is no review, beyond bank deposit,
conducted by an entity outside of the department
making the revenue deposit. Therefore we recommend,
7. The Comptroller work with the Treasurer and the
Department of Administrative Services to review the
documents received by the Treasurer for Cash
Receipt deposits entered into the county’s financial
system and consider the inclusion of an attestation
that the deposit reflects all earned revenue and it is
being deposited in a timely manner. In addition,
exploration of a process to monitor accuracy and
appropriateness of revenues should be included
with that review possibly limited to revenues
received from vendors.
Milwaukee County has two ordinances that deal
primarily with contracts and purchasing at
Milwaukee County. State Statute changes modified
contractual requirements, however, Milwaukee
County has not updated its ordinances to reflect
State Statute.
The Milwaukee County Code of Ordinances contain two
sections that primarily deal with contracting and
purchasing at Milwaukee County. Chapter 56.30 deals
with contracts and professional services while Chapter
32 deals with procurement of goods and services.
There are additional ordinances that deal with specific
types of contracting such as Department of Health and
Human Services purchase of care services or public
works contracts and State Statues have exempted some
types of contracts such as for non-park property.

In consulting with the Office of Corporation Counsel in
the initial fraud investigation we received confirmation
from the prior Corporation Counsel for the county that a
contract is a written agreement between two or more
persons to do or not to do something. This definition
effectively means an “agreement,” a “contract” or a
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“memorandum

of

understanding”

are

written

agreements among parties and become subject to
county and state purchasing and vendor rules.
This is an important distinction as the ROD used a
variety of methods to procure services from vendors:
professional service contracts, price agreements,
revenue contracts all of which should have followed
county policy. The ROD had contracts with vendors that
were issued under Chapter 56. The ROD worked with
the Procurement Director to issue price agreements to
purchase services under Chapter 32. In addition, many
of the contracts with vendors were revenue contracts
where the vendor collected payment from the public and
reimbursed the ROD. Our review of the activities within
the ROD from 2008 to 2019 showed that misuse of funds
occurred under all three methods of contracts the ROD
used.

Chapter 56 – Professional Services
Contracts/Revenue Contracts
Professional Services are services the value of which is
substantially measured by the professional competence
of the person performing them, and which are not
susceptible to realistic competition by cost of services
alone.

The services provided must be materially

enhanced

by

the

specific

expertise,

abilities,

qualification and experience of the person who will
provide the services.

Services that are determined to

be property, such as intellectual property, do not fall
under the jurisdiction of this Chapter. As with other
aspects of county contracting and purchasing, there is
often confusion over which ordinance applies.

Milwaukee County Chapter 56.30 of its Code of
Ordinance establishes the policies for Professional
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Service Contracts at Milwaukee County.

Wisconsin

State Statute contains different thresholds for county
contract approvals than the County Ordinances.

Table 7 details contractual limits found within ordinance
versus State Statute.

Table 7
Comparison of Contractual Requirement in Ordinance versus State Statute
Chapter 56 (for park property and pure
State Statute
service contracts)
$0 $0 - $100,000
• Dept Purchase order or
• State Statute is
$2,000
purchasing card may be
silent.
used.
• No County Board approval.
• Must have funds available.
$2,000 • No County Board Approval
$50,000
• Must have funds available
• RFP use is discretionary
$50,000 • County Board Approval
$99,999
• Must have funds available
• RFP use is required unless
cost effectiveness is
documented.
$100,000
$100,000 • County Board Approval
• Passive Review
and
$300,000
required by
• Must have funds available
greater
County’s finance
• RFP use is required.
committee.
$300,000 and
• County Board
greater
Approval Required.
All
Required Signatures:
• Corporation
contracts
• Corporation Counsel
Counsel
• Comptroller
• Risk Management
• County Executive
• Community Business
Development Partners
• Comptroller
Source: Audit Services Division created table based on State Statutes and county Ordinances

The County Board approval requirements in the
ordinance for contracts are no longer valid or accurate
due to the standards established via State Statute.
Therefore, we recommend:
8. The Comptroller work with the Office of Corporation
Counsel and the Department of Administrative
Services to update Chapter 56.30 of the Milwaukee
County Code of Ordinances, where applicable, to
reflect current statutory guidelines for contract
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approval at Milwaukee County. In addition, language
that results in the inclusion of revenue contracts be
added.
Chapter 32 – Procurement
Chapter 32 subchapter 2 of the Milwaukee County Code
of Ordinance establishes and defines the role of the
Department of Administrative Services which includes
the Procurement Division.

While Chapter 32 provides the guidelines for the
purchase of commodities it also has jurisdictions over
certain service contracts. It provides the foundational
definition of a service contract as “an agreement
primarily related to staff services including, but not
limited

to,

housekeeping,

security,

landscaping,

maintenance, clerical services, food services, and other
non-professional services.”

To provide clarity to employees on how to be in
compliance with existing ordinances and statutes,
Milwaukee County has issued memos, Office of
Corporation Counsel opinions and developed an
Administrative Manual of Operating Procedures
(AMOPs).
In a continued attempt to provide clarity regarding
county contracting, the Office of Corporation Counsel
and the Comptroller have issued multiple opinions and
memos to help to establish guidelines for Milwaukee
County staff in the proper execution of contracts.

The Department of Administrative Services organizes
an Administrative Manual of Operating Procedures and
policies that guide the operation of Milwaukee County
government, in compliance with federal, state, and local
law. It is a resource for staff, citizens and those who
work with county government.

Prior to the current

iteration of the online AMOP, the county had a hard copy
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Administrative Manual. Audit Services Division has a
hard copy consisting of three volumes. The original
publication date is not readily apparent but we found
procedures which listed an original issue date of 1963
and which had last updated dates as far back as 2010.

In addition to the paper Administrative Manual and the
electronic AMOP webpage, there is a forms library on
the county’s website that contains many, but not all, of
the relevant purchasing forms required to be filled out by
departments. Items include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts Payable contracts
Authorized Signatures form
Check Requests
Contract Encumbrance forms
Marketplace Central information
Statements of Economic Interest Form
Travel Advances

Beginning in 2018, the Department of Administrative
Services began an initiative to create AMOPs on the
county’s website for departments use. There is currently
not an AMOP for contracts available on the county
website.

The county should provide its employees with tools to
be ensure they are operating in compliance with county
ordinances and State Statutes and provide it in a
simplified

manner

accessible

to

all

necessary

employees. Since there is a lack of an available AMOP
on the county website on contracting and the hard copy
of administrative procedures has not been updated
recently, we recommend that:
9. The Department of Administrative Services, the
Comptroller and the Office of Corporation Counsel
form a workgroup to finalize and issue an updated
AMOP that is accessible on the AMOP website that
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includes current and accurate procedures to follow
for purchasing contracts.
Elected Officials at the county maintain some
autonomy in terms of spending ability but must
follow all relevant State Statutes and county
ordinances. Guidance for new Elected Officials
appears lacking in providing clarification of the level
of autonomy available by position.
Milwaukee County’s structure includes a number of
independently elected positions.

They include the:

Comptroller, County Clerk, Clerk of Courts, District
Attorney, Treasurer, Register of Deeds and Sheriff.
While the County Board adopts the annual budget, there
is a certain level of financial independence granted to
the departments that are run by elected officials. These
entities are given expenditure authority with more
freedom to run their departments at their discretion.
However, they must comply with all applicable State
Statutes, county ordinances, policies and procedures.
Even in the case of the Sheriff, whose constitutional
powers in Wisconsin are recognized as broader than
other officers, the office conforms to standard county
procedures.

Some of the elected officials oversee large departments
that have dedicated fiscal staff who are able to navigate
incoming elected officials to where flexibility exists and
where not. However, some elected officials oversee
small departments who may not have dedicated fiscal
staff.

Additional guidance would eliminate any

confusion regarding the role of elected officials and their
autonomy, and could be enhanced by additional
voluntary training, therefore, we recommend:
10.

The Department of Administrative Services, the
Comptroller and the Office of Corporation Counsel
form a workgroup to develop a training program
(and accompanying manual) for newly elected
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officials to explain the role of elected officials and
the application/explanation of relevant county
policies and procedures.
Conclusion
In summary, every organization has the risk of fraud
occurring.

In recognition of this, most organizations

employ controls and mechanisms to minimize the risk or
opportunity for fraud to occur. The Milwaukee County
Board approved the establishment of a fraud hotline
within the Audit Department in 1993. A hotline is one of
the most common and effective fraud detection
methods. In 2015, our office received a tip regarding the
behavior of La Fave. Without the ensuing investigation
it is unknown how long the scheme could have
continued. However, detecting fraud after it occurs is
only part of the solution. Enhancing controls within the
organization to make the opportunity for fraud more
difficult should be the goal of every organization.

The majority of Milwaukee County employees we
encounter in our work take pride in working for the
county, and understand the responsibility which
accompanies public sector work.

The county has

controls which are designed to ensure processes run
smoothly, to catch errors, and also inappropriate
behavior. But no control system will completely eliminate
fraud (particularly in cases of collusion or cooperation).
Consequences for misuse of public office are significant
due to this responsibility and bad actors have reaped
these consequences. The county needs to hold vendors
and officials who do not abide by its values accountable.
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Exhibit 1
AUDIT SCOPE
The Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors requested an audit of the Register of Deeds Office
(ROD) through resolution #19-486, as a result of a fraud investigation conducted by the Federal
Bureau of Investigations. The objectives of the audit were to determine if the ROD followed Milwaukee
county ordinances, policies and procedures and to make recommendations to improve oversight of
internal and external controls to help prevent misuse of funds in the future. Our focus will be on
conducting a review of ROD within the time period of 2010-2019. In addition, the audit will address
the alleged misuse of public monies, how the alleged fraud occurred including details about any
vendors that may have collaborated with the ROD.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards.

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,

appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

We limited our review to the areas specified in this Scope Section. During the course of the audit, we:
•

Reviewed County Board and Board committee minutes to identify issues, concerns,
recommendations, and County Board Resolutions relating to the audit or audit objectives.

•

Reviewed Wisconsin Constitution, applicable State of Wisconsin Statutes, county ordinances,
and County Administrative Manual of Operating Procedures and Comptrollers’ contracts memos
relating to the audit objectives.

•

Performed risk assessment of potential areas that could be involved in potential fraud in addition
to loss, waste and abuse that fall within the parameters of our audit scope and objectives.

•

Conducted meetings with the fraud auditor to discuss possible approaches for determining the
extent, if any, of potential fraud.

•

Reviewed emails from 2006-2019 for any non-compliance to county ordinances, vendor
contracting and subcontracting and documented any findings deemed relevant to the audit.

•

Reviewed any contractual documents relevant to the audit. Obtained copies of all contractual
agreements from 2007 – present.

•

Reviewed procedures and policies for Milwaukee County pertaining to its vendor selection
process, bidding and contracting process, protocols for vendor subcontracting and potential
conflicts of interests.
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•

Reviewed Milwaukee County Adopted Budget information relating to the auditee and related audit
objectives from 2009-2020.

•

Obtained and reviewed applicable policies and procedures and internal forms, reports,
correspondence, etc., relating to the audit objectives.

•

Obtained documents related to signature requirements for various contracts and documentation.

•

Reviewed prior Milwaukee County audit reports, and the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report
(CAFR).

•

Conducted Internet research to identify studies, media coverage, and audits that provide useful
background information, relevant industry standards, performance measures, best practice
comparisons, and recommendations concerning the auditee and its operations.

•

Obtained an organizational chart of the Milwaukee County ROD’s Office.

•

Reviewed court documents, surveys, research reports, briefings, communication, and data and
policy analyses undertaken by Milwaukee County pertaining to the auditee and its operations.

•

Interviewed Register of Deeds staff that perform functions directly related to the audit objectives
to obtain additional perspectives on how well operations are performed.

•

Interviewed other internal and external county departments’ staff that performs functions directly
related to auditee operations to obtain additional perspectives on how well operations are
performed.

•

Interviewed Milwaukee County Employees that worked for or has knowledge of the ROD Social
Security Redaction Program (recruitment, schedules, equipment used and logistics).

•

Interviewed other jurisdictions and obtained copies of policies and procedures, and contracts in
other jurisdictions and/or fee structures.

•

Compared Milwaukee County’s operations with peer counties, national standards, Best Practices
model programs and Register of Deeds standards.

•

Obtained an understanding of Milwaukee County Procurement and ROD’s procedures if different
than Milwaukee County, related to the vendor bidding and contracting process, vendor
subcontracting and potential conflicts of interest.

•

Created flowcharts regarding steps on contracting with vendors, professional service contracts,
and revenue contracts.

•

Reviewed the payroll register for the employees working in the Register of Deeds (ROD) office in
2015. Overtime paid to employees that worked on the Superior Support Resources project was
the primary focus of this analysis.

•

Reviewed ROD Statement of Economic Interest forms and travel expense reports submitted.

•

Reviewed the email based internal procedures and policies for the ROD pertaining to its Accounts
Payable process and its overall Purchasing Requisition process and determine whether these
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procedures comply with the Milwaukee County procedures and ordinances related to these
processes.
•

Reviewed the two main ROD vendors Fidlar Technologies Incorporated (Fidlar) and Superior
Support Resources (SSR), and tested for compliance to Milwaukee County procedures and
ordinances as it pertained to RFP’s, and vendor selection (including bidding, sole source).

•

Obtained and reviewed ROD revenue contracts for compliance to confirm that they were
approved in compliance to the Ordinance and identified deviations of the ROD to ordinances and
policies and procedures that were not followed.

•

Reviewed how ROD determines if vendor services have been performed per what is billed and if
an adequate procedure does not exist and developed a reasonable alternative for how this can
be accomplished.

•

Reviewed areas of the process from solicitation of service provision to the payment of services
and indicated internal or external controls that can be improved at the county to prevent or
minimize future misuse of funds.
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